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—News In Brief
Ferraro challenges Reagan to
11th-hour debate over campaign
CINCINNATI (API— Geraldine Ferraro says Ronald
Reagan's questions about her fitness for high office aren't nearly
as serious as those about Reagan's own qualifications to remain
as president for the next four years.
But the Democratic vice presidential nominee said Wednesday
she's willing to let the American people settle those questions,
challenging Reagan to an unprecedented debate in the final five
days of the campaign.
"If the president has any doubts about my substance, perhaps
he and I could have a debate," she told reporters standing in the
rain in Milwaukee. "I'm willing to sit down and discuss the issues
with him. I'm sure one of the networks will lend us a little bit of
time."

Lawyers broaden interrogations
in Korean Air Lines 007 lawsuit
WASHINGTON (AP) — LaskyfrTI'Ving Korean Air Lines for
negligence in the deaths on KAL flight 007, shot down on a New
York-to-Seoul flight last year, have won the right to broaden their
Interrogation of a pilot who got off the plane during a stopover in
Alaska.
U.S. District Judge Aubrey E. Robinson Jr. ruled that Capt.
T.Y. Choi, who flew the jet from New York to Anchorage, could
give pre-trial testimony on the procedures used in the cockpit
during previous Anchorage to.Seoul flights he piloted.
U.S. officials and KAL have been accused of negligence in the
more than 100 lawsuits now filed in the United States by families
of the 240 passengers and 29 crew members who died. The case is
expected to be tried next year.

U.S. urges postponing India trips
WASHINGTON (AP) — The State Department is urging
Americans to postpone trips to India in light of scattered violence
and the unsettled political situation following the assassination of
Priine Minister Indira Gandhi.
Secretary of State George Shultz, meanwhile, is preparing to
lead the official U.S. delegation to Mrs. Gandhi's funeral.
Vice President George Bush,asked why he was not flying to India to represent the United States, as he often has at state
funerals, said: "Because I'm Involved in an election campaign ...
I think people will understand."
Asked if he expected India would be gripped by turmoil in the
wake of her death, Bush said, "I would hope there wouldn't be
serious chaos. Hopefully, India will remain stable.The State Department, however, issued a travel advisory suggesting that U.S. citizens postpone planned trips to India for the
time being.
President Reagan visited the Indian Embassy in Washington
hours after the shooting of the 66-year old prime minister to express "shock, revulsion and grief."
Asked if he was worried about political unrest in India, Reagan
said, "As I understand it, they have worked very fast to set up a
new government, probably an interim government, pending an
election. We can just stand by and do what we can do" to help
maintain stability.

Unusual autumn twisters kill two
CARBONDALE, Kan.(API — An unusual late-season tornado
tossed and tumbled house trailers as it ripped through a mobile
home park, killing two people and injuring 10 others.
The flurry of fall tornadoes Wednesday also hit Oklahoma,
where the National Weather Service said as many as three
twisters touched down and damaged houses and vehicles. No injuries were reported.
The twister that struck this easteiKansas town Wednesday
night gave residents little time to react.
The tornado killed a middle-aged man who was found buried
under debris, and killed a woman whose trailer home just outside
the mobile home park was demolished,said Osage County Sheriff
Robert Masters. The names of the victims were being withheld
until relatives could be notified.
The 10 people injured at the mobile home park were treated at
the scene for minor cuts, bruises and shock, said Osage County
ambulance squad director Tony Bell.
The extent of the damage to the 16-trailer court was undetermined immediately, but at least five of the homes were extensively damaged.
The weather service reported several tornadoes near Selling
and Chester in northwest Oklahoma.
At least one home in Chester was destroyed, but its occupants
escaped injury as the house collapsed around them, police said.
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Officials report
quiet Halloween
No vandalism arrests are reported;
two fires keep fire departments busy
Halloween 1984 for Calloway
County was a quiet one, according to Sheriff David Balentine,
who commented that it was the
quietest Halloween he had experienced during his 10 years
with the sheriff's department.
Balentine and other county
law enforcement officials
reported increased patrols last
night, but those increased
patrols weren't necessargith
only isolated incidents of vandalism reported.
A fire, at approximately 11:30
p.m. at a house on Les Todd
Road, is suspected to have been
arson-related, according to the
sheriff's department. The brick
home, belonging to Betty and
Gary Wicker of Route 1, Almo,
sustained extensive damage.
The Calloway County Rescue
Squad currently has the fire

under inuestigation.
A separate fire, at a house
owned by Magness Beach,
located two miles north of
Kirksey, caused an estimated
$900 worth of damage. The house
was used to store hay, tools and
farm equipment, according to
the sheriff's department. No injuries were reported from either
fire.
__Murray City Police were kept
busy throughout the night keeping the usual Halloween activities to a minimum, with no
arrests reported.
Several towns around the
county, usually noted for their
Halloween night activities,- remained relatively calm
throughout the night. Hazel
firemen responded to only one
(Cont'd on page 2)

Summer Roberson,6, (at right) scoops up her candy with a little
help from Murray•Calloway County Hospital RT Phyllis Elkins.
Summer was one of approximately SO trick-or-treaters who took
advantage of the hospital's free fluoroscopy of Halloween candy.
Hospital radiologists reported no problems with any of the candy
screened. According to local authorities Halloween vandalism
was kept to a minimum.
Matt pbou bv Kevin Bonti.n

Stroup explains insurance cutbacks
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State faculty and staff
heard the administration's side
of the benefits cuts story
Wednesday.
In a meeting whose purpose
President Kala Stroup said was
"not necessarily to persuade,
but to provide information,"
MSU employees filled the Mason
Hall auditorium to hear why
cuts in their medical insurance
have been proposed. The Board
of Regents is scheduled to act on
the recommended cuts
Saturday.
Stroup called the proposal a
compromise that has been worked out by the administration and
the Insurance and Benefits Committee over the past year. The
medical plan's non-contributory
feature has been retained, but
deductible increases and
elimination of the drug card are
viewed as necessary to controlling medical costs that last year
N- increased by 37 percent, she
said.
"None of us, absolutely none

of us, wants to change the program," Stroup told the gathering. However, she added, "We
have to make some kind of conscious effort to make sure the
program is fiscally responsible
and as tight as possible."
Pointing out that MSU has the
only self-insured plan among the
state's universities, Stroup said
the policy compares favorably
to private policies such as Blue
Cross-Blue Shield, which covers
state employees. She cited Council on Higher Education figures
showing that MSU's health care
expenditures amounted to $1,364
per person in 1983-84, compared
to a low of $293 and an average
of $536 among state universities.
"We can continue to have a
good, solid program only if rising health care costs don't eat
all of our internal appropriations up," Stroup said, and
pointed out that rising health
care costs is a problem public
and private institutions
throughout the country are
facing.
Faculty Regent Melvin

Henley also addressed the
group, and said the regents' objective is to "attempt to stop the
hemorrhaging of these dollars
into hospital and medical care.
that is eventually going to break
the back of the program."
Henley said he cannot vote on
the issue because his being a
faculty member creates a conflict of interest. He said he would
vote against the proposal if he
could vote. However, he said
employees "must be aware that
it is in their interest to hold the
cost of the plan down," and that
"frivolous or unnecessary use of
the plan is impossible to fund
anymore."
Major changes of the medical
plan include an increase in the
out-patient deductible from $50
to $100 and in the in-hospital
deductible from $100 to first-day
charges for a semi-private room
$140 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Also proposed is
elimination of the drug prescription card, with „prescription
costs applied to the out-patient
ieductible.

Along with several other costcontainment measures, the
changes are designed to save
about $87,000 in medical insurance costs. Together with
$11,000 in life insurance savings
and an expected reduction in
claims of $185,000, the benefits
cuts are designed to cut about
$300,000 in university expenses.
Former Finance Committee
Chairman Michael Harreld had
said prior to Stroup's arrival at
MSU that the university couldn't
afford the health plan indefinitely, Stroup said. One of the first
items she received upon taking
office in July of 1983 was a proposal to change the medical
plan, she said.
Stroup explained that cuts
were proposed in December of
1983 by the regents' Finance
Committee. She asked then that
the Insurance and Benefits Committee have a chance to review
the plan and recommend cost
reductions. Regents wanted to
implement the recommended
(Cont'd on page 17)

Teacher Sisk
receives top
grades from
U.S., pupils
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Jane Scott Sisk could accurately be described as a
modest person, but her students
rate her as a very devoted and
"fun" teacher. Sisk returned
this past week from Washington
D.C. where she received a 1984
Presidential Award for Excellence in Science and
Mathematics Teaching.
The announcement 'of the
award was made by G.A.
KeywOrth, science advisor to
President Ronald Reagan. In
receiving the award,Sisk traveled to the nation's capital on an.
all-expense paid trip which included formal and informal
ceremonies, dinners and
meetings among some of the top
educators and teachers in the
country.
With all the 110torietY and

Today: Showers and
thunderstorms developing.
Locally heavy rain possible.
High in the mid 70s.
Southwest wind 15 to 20 mph
shifting to northwest during
the afternoon.
Tonight: Rain and
thunderstorms continuing.
Turning Colder with low 45 to
50. North to northeast wind 10
•
to (5 mph.
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Mondale appeals for Kentucky help
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP ) — Walter F. Mondale,
returning to the city where "my victory campaign started," appealecito Kentucky's voters to
give him the opportunity to start America down
a new road.
He said he wants a nation that stands for
justice. "I want an America that will care for the
elderly, feed the poor and keep the doors of opportunity open for all."
Mondale also noted Wednesday that it was
Halloween and warned against the "hobgoblins"
of the Reagan administration policies.
"If the Republicans win, they will be trick-andtreating the American people. The treats will be
for the big corporations and the tricks will be for
everyone else."
Speaking from. the steps of Louisville's City

Hall, Mondale challenged the polls that show him
trailing President Reagan.
"The polls are wrong, the odds aren't insurmountable," he asserted. "The pollsters and the
pundits and the Republicans have decided this
election is ovei. They've made up their minds for
you, but I believe they are in for a surprise next
Tuesday."
As the crowd chanted his name, Mondale said,
"Here in Kentucky, you know there's a need for
change.
"One out of every 10 citizens of this good city is
looking for work and unable to find it. In this, the
largest coal-producing state in the union, 13,000
miners have lost their jobs since Reagan was
sworn in," he said, adding that "rural Kentucky
is having the worst year since the Great
Depression."

Week
-end

MURRAY STATERS IN BELGRADE — Three members of the Murray State University faculty relax
at the Old Fort in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, while on a visit to the country as part of the "Group Project
Abroad: Yugoslavia." Shown in the foreground are (seated from left) Dr. Neil Weber and Dr. Thomas
Posey and (right) Dr. Gene Garfield. They were at the fort on July 4, which is also a holiday known
as Fighters Day in Yugoslavia in honor of the country's veterans.

Four MSU faculty members
to recall Yugoslavian visit
Four Murray State University
faculty members who visited
Yugoslavia for six weeks in July
and August on a cultural exchange program will tell about
their experience at the annual fall
meeting of the Associates of Murray State University Libraries
(AMSUL) on Wednesday evening, Nov. 7.
Titled' MSU Group Project
Abroad: Yugoslavia," the program at 7 p.m. in the small banquet room on the top floor of the

Civitan Club
announces new
show schedule
The Murray Civitan Club has
announced some changes in the
Stars orromorrow Talent Show
and the Blackwood Quartet Concert previously scheduled for
December 1, at the Calloway
County High School gymnasium.
Due to a scheduling conflict the
Blackwood Recording Company
will not co-sponsor the talent
show or present a concert.
The Murray Civitans will now
sponsor a Musical Talent Contest on the same date, at the
same location. The contest will
include four categories: country, gospel, rock and variety
musical artists or groups. Four
hundred dollars in cash prizes
include first and second place
prizes of $50 and $25 in each
category and a $100 overall
grand champion prize.
The Talent Contest is scheduled for 7 p.m. Each contestant or
group will perform one number
and all groups will use the same
public address system. Admission is $2 for adults and $1 for
children, ages 6-18. Advanced
ticket sales will begin soon in the
Murray community.
The proceeds earned by the
Murray Civitan Club will be used to help purchase a specially
equipped van for the W.A.T.C.H.
center in Murray. This Center
provides training for mentally
and physically handicapped
adults.
Each contestant or group
must submit a $5 entry fee with
their entry form. Entry forms or
information may be secured
from Mr. Larry Dunn, 1710 West
Olive, Murray, Ky., 42071 or by
telephone contacts at
502-753-6224, or 502-753-5725, or
502-753-3924. Deadline for entry
forms is November 30,

Sale 29.99
Save 40% to 45%
on jog suits for
adults.
Orig. 49.99 and 54.99. Main Event jog suits of
polyester/cotton/rayon feature snap or zip collar
tops. Drawstring pants have contrast piping trim
Sizes S,M,L

Sale 19.99
Save 50% on our
corduroy stadium
coat for misses.
Orig.$40.Stylish cotton /polyester corduroy coat has
a four button front side pockets, and sash tie waist
Solid colors in misses'sizes.

Outdoor Semester
class reports on
western states trip

Sale 10.99
Save 42% on
vest sweaters.
Orig. 18.99. Comfortable and versatile knit vest
sweater is buttonless, sleeveless and longer than
a regular vest Solid colors.

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
CatalorPhone(502)759-4080

Members of Murray State
University's Outdoor Semester
recently returned to the campus
from a three-week expedition
touring the western United
States, living in the outdoors
through camping and hiking.
The group saw many interesting sites including:
Denver and Aspen, Colorado;
Lake Powell; Arches Canyon;
ryce Canyon; and the Grand
danyon.
The students also enjoyed seeing the Ute Indian Reservation
in Towawoc, Colorado While
there, the students lived with an
Indian and' Aarned many new
customs.
Returning home, the
members stopped at Oklahoma
State University and participated in a ropes course.
The next expedition will be a
rock climbingseminar at the
Garden of the Gods in Illinois.

Curris Center will include slides
and displays of materials from
Yugoslavia.
,
Making presentations will be:
Jane Conzett, coordinator of the
Center for International Programs; Dr. Gene Garfield,
associate professor of political
science; Robert Hendon, professor of agriculture; and
Christina Kramer, assistant professor of foreign languages.
Evelyn Bradley, AMSUL president, emphasized that the ptblic
is invited and encouraged to attend to learn about the customs
and people of the East-European
country. Refreshments will be
served following the program.
"Anyohe who is interested in
travel or in the role of Murray State in education around the
world will enjoy hearing about
this adventure," she said.
Topics to be addressed in the
will
include
presentation
literature, language, fine arts,
agriculture, governmental structure and the economic system.
Slides will be shown of the people,
the cities and the countryside.
Exhibits of such items as picture albums, copperwear,
Turkish rugs and coffee cups,
dolls and other memorabilia will
be on display.
The four faculty members on
the program were among nine
from the campus in a group of 14
who participated in the project
funded by a $40,000 grant from
the U.S. Department of Educa-

Malinauskas to
head group
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director of theatre at Murray State
University, has been elected to a
one-year term as president of
the Kentucky Theatre Association (KTA).
He was elected at the annual
KTA meeting last weekend 4n
Danville, Some 200
represenatives of community,
college and university, professional, secondary school and
children's theatre from across
Kentucky attended the meeting.
Two other Speech Communication and Theatre faculty
members and a student from
Murray State will also be serving in offices until the annual
meeting in the fall of 1985. They
are:
Karen Balzer, assistant professor and director of the MSU
Dance Theatre, who was elected
chairman of the College and
University Theatre Division,
one of five divisions in the
organization.
James I. Schempp, associate
professor and coordinator of
public relations for the University Theatre, who was appointed
editor of the KTA newsletter.
Brenda Stringer of Mayfield,
one of four Murray State
students attending the meeting,
who was elected chairman of the
Student League interest group in
the College and University
Theatre interest group.

tion under the Fulbright-Hays
Act.
They spent most of their time
in Sarajevo where they attended
lectures at the University of
Sarajevo, their host institution,
on diverse topics, including
literature,
government,
economics, medical services and
history, and were tutored in the
Serbo-Croatian language.
The group visited sites of the
1984 Winter Olympics in Sarajevo, the American embassy in
Belgrade and museums and
other points of historic and
cultural importance in several
other cities, including. Dubrovnik, Mostar, Zagreb and
Ljubljana.
Others from Murray State who
participated in the summer
seminar are: Dr. Glen Hendren,
Stephen Horwood, Dr. Thomas
Posey, Betty Stadler and Dr. Neil
Weber.

31SU announces
various activities
for Parents Day
A variety of activities are being scheduled by the MSU Student Government Association
for the weekend of Nov. 9-10,
designated as "Parents
Weekend" by the university.
One of the main attractions
this year will be the Glenn Miller
Orchestra, which will perform
in Lovett Auditorium
beginning at 8 p.m. Saturday.
The orchestra, which hit its
height of popularity in the 1940s,
is scheduled to play such
timeless hits as "In the Mood"
and "Moonlight Serenade."
Parents of MSU co-eds will be
treated to a variety of other
planned activities throughout
the weekend, according to SGA
Special Events Chairman Marcia Cunningham. Students will,
be able to take their parents on a
tour of the university and their
dormitory rooms, while campus
groups and Greek organizations
will also be conducting special
activities.
Kicking off the weekend activities will be the presence of
Tim Settimi, "Campus Entertainer of the Year in 1983." Settimi is best known for his unique
pantomime routines and comedy sketches, which he will perform Friday at 8 p.m in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Saturday morning, from 9:30
until 11:30 a.m., parents will be
given an official Murray State
welcome with a reception in the
Curris Center. Refreshments
will be made available to the
faculty, staff, parents and
students who are expected to attend the function.
The MSU Racer football squad
is scheduled to face Youngstown
State University in a home game
Saturday afternoon, with kickoff
time set for 1:30 p.m. in Stewart
Stadium.

(Cont'd from page 1)

Local schools
to close Tuesday
for Election Day

incident. A car belonging to one
of the firemen caught fire.
The Murray -Calloway
Hospital, which conducted free
candy screening for trick-ortreaters, reported no foreign objects found in any of the candy.
_Hospital radiologists estimated
approximately 60 trick-ortreaters passed through the xray department Wednesday
night.

All Calloway County School?,
Murray City Schools,- and•Murray State University will be closed on Tuesday, Nov. 6, for the
Presidential Election. Administrative offices for.all of the ,
schools and university also will
be closed. The schools and
university will reopen on
Wednesday, Nov. 7, at the
regular times.

Halloween...
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garrott's galley

Deregulation works
Airline deregulation had its casualties, as it
was expected to. The industry was shot through
with inefficiencies encouraged by years of
government regulation of routes and fares. Forced to compete for travel dollars that were shrinking with the recession that began in 1980, some
airline companies flew straight into bankruptcy
or saw their identity disappear in mergers.
But deregulation clearly has had a positive
Side, and it is highly evident in the sight of United
Airlines breaking out of the clouds. United lost
$235 million in 1979, and in ensuing years began
to waver in its long-held top position in the
domestic market. The challenge of the new huband-spoke concept of air routes found United
locked into too many long-haul flights Ind not
enough regional feeder routes. Fare wars began
eating into its earning. Its management was slow
to adjust to the competitive environment.
Now, according to The Wall Street Journal,
United has turned things around. It has
developed its own hub-and-spoke system feeding
flights into Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.
The airline has increased the number of cities it
serves by one-third. It has adopted fare plans
that appear to be preventing a serious loss of
business to scrappy new airlines offering cutrate fares.
Significantly, United has streamlined its work
force, reducing payroll positions by 20 percent
and convincing its labor unions of the necessity
of making wage concessions when survival is at
stake. New employees are not starting at lower
scales than they did under previous contracts.
An officer of the International Association of
Machinists told Business Week magazine last
summer: "United has really educated the
employee group. Theyoknow that this is
capitalism, so if the company doesn't make
money, it doesn't stay in business."
It's not traditional capitalism when government guarantees exclusive markets to a company, which is how our regulated airline,system
ran for many years. The unregulated
marketplace in vihich United Airlines and others
are now competing is the kind that makes the
case for competitive capitalism, and it's
working.

looking back
Ten years ago
Dr. Van Bogard Dunn will be the speaker at
the annual homecoming on Sunday at the
Kirksey United Methodist Church, according to
the Rev. Charles Yancey, church pastor.
The Rev. Robert Brockhoff, treasurer of
Murray-Calloway County Need Line, accepts a
check for $300 from Paul Mansfield and Dr. Ken
Winters of the Murray Lions Club.
Births reported include a boy to Joe and Carol
Crass, Oct. 26.
Richard Jackson of the Art Department Faculty, Murray State University, will conduct a
drawing workshop at the Murray Art Guild.
A special page feature on "Behind the Scenes
at Winslow Cafeteria," Murray State University,
is published. Joe R. Dyer is director and Anna
Mae Thurman is secretary for Food Services at
MSU. The photographs were by Wilson Woolley.
Twenty years ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield of Murray
will be the principal speaker at the dedication of
Murray No. 1 Water District on Nov. 2 at the
Calloway County Courthouse. District board officers are Mason Thomas, Edwin Stokes and
A.O. Cohoon.
The Tigers of Murray High School marked up
their sixth football win of the season at Paris,
Tenn., when they won over the Blue Devils of
Grove High School 33 to 7.
Miss Evelyn Cole, Robert E. Daniel, Dr.
Hunter Hancock, Dr. Gordon Hunter, Dr. Morga
Sisk, Dr. Liza Spann and Dr. John C. Williams of
Murray State College attended a meeting of the
Kentucky Academy of Science at Morehead
State College.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Cochran and daughter,
Katrina, are attending the National Association
of Dance Masters at the Sheraton Hotel,
Chicago, Ill.
Thirty years ago
The home of the Rev. and Mrs. Clovis Bazzell
at Coldwater burned yesterday. They have five
children.
Cpl. William Hopkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Davy Hopkins, is returning home after serving
with Medical Company, Fourth Regimental
Combat Team, in Alaska.
Pat Shackelford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oury
Shackelford of Murray, is serving with the
United States Army at Fort Carson, Colo.
The Women's Association of the College
Presbyterian Church met at the home of Mrs.
W.D. Aeschbacher with Mrs. T.C. Venable,
president, presiding.
Eugene Chaney is now teaching at Kuttawa.
He, his wife and children visited relatives here.
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Anniversaries, like 'The Galley's'10th,
have a way of suddenly slipping up on you
As the years slip away, it seems
that anniversaries, birthdays and
holidays have a way of suddenly
sneaking up on you. To be perfectly
frank, they roll around far too
swiftly.
Had it not been for Ledger &
Times staffer Jo Burkeen, I might
well have missed altogether a
rather significant anniversary of
mine.
In her "Looking Back" column
in last Saturday's Ledger Jo
graciously noted that "Garrott's
Galley" had appeared in the
newspaper for the first time 10 years
ago the day before — on October 26,
1974.
• • •
I remember its "birthing" well.
A few days before, I had walked into the office of Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter Apperson and asked if he could use a regular, human
interest type of column.
He asked me to bring something
in for him to consider. The next day,
I had one on his desk. He seemed to
like it, and we came up with a name
for it — "Garrott's Galley," which,
in an old printer's "hot metal" lingo,
means one full column of type from
the top to the bottom of a page,in a
newspaper.
The next day, "Garrott's Galley"
appeared in the Ledger & Times for
the first time. Just for the heck of it,
let's see what was said in that first
column — 10 years and 1,042
"Galleys" ago. Here it is again:
''This is the fourth time in my life
that I have been involved in the
writing of a regular column for a
newspaper, and some of myfondest
and most amusing memories come
from this area.
"The first one was about life as an
Army draftee in the field during
seven consecutive months of
maneuvers prior to the Pearl Harbor attack. It was entitled, 'In The

Draft', so named by the late Nathan
(Fatty) Yates, at the time editor of
The Mayfield Messenger and my
boss when I was drafted.
"Fatty,a politician from the word
'go,' also was the county coroner.
This fitted right into his newpaperMg. He didn't have to quote any "official source," or "high public official,"in reporting an accidental or
violent death. He was the first to
have the facts.
"He thought it would be a good
idea if I would write each week
about life in the draftee Army, and
I did — chiggers, ticks, dust, KP and
all.
"That column lasted about a year.
Doyle Hutchinson was chairman of
my draft board, and he wa.,one happy fellow when it was discontinued.
He wrote to me several times, complaining about the dismal picture of
Army life I was painting.
"He said many of the Graves
County mothers came quoting from
my column when they pleaded with
him not to send their little boys to
that 'awful Army.'
• • •
"The second column was known
as 'Around Town'in Mayfield, and
was written during the two years
Immediatelyfollowing World Warn
when Iagain was on the staff of The
Messenger. Four of us took turns
writing a column to fill the left-hand
column of Page 1.
"The publisher, Frank Evens,
wrote one. He is now retired and
taking it easy in Naples,Fla. He had
the driest wit and was one of the
most humorous writers I have ever
known. The only trouble wasgetting
him to write his column. He didn't
like to do much of anything except
count his money.
"Meanwhile, while I was in service, Fatty had been elected county
court clerk, and Jess Anderson had
become editor of the paper. Fatty,

however, was the runningest politician I ever knew,and readily agreed
to write a column. He liked people,
and he poured names and stories
from every corner of the county into his column.
"Jess wrote the last of the four
columns. He could wrap his long,
skinny legs up like a twist of tobacco,sit sideways in his chair and with
a cigarette dangling from the corner
of his mouth and using his twofingered, hunt-and-peck system of
typing could knock out within
minutes a news story or a column on
some timely issue.
• • •
"The last time I wrote a regular
column was It Harlan, Ky., where
I was editor of The Harlan Daily
Enterprise. I called that one "Once
Over Lightly," and it covered just
about everything except who was
shooting at whom that week.
"Two years later, we moved to St.
Louis, but the big city editors never
did come by and #sk me to write a
column for them. In fact, I often
wondered if they ever even realized
that I was there.
"They had columnists running out
their.ears, writing on everything
from movie reviews to the price of
hogs at National Stockyards.
• • •
"If there is any one thing I have
learned from putting my name to
miscellaneous comments in a
newspaper,it is to be nice to people.
You get into all kinds of trouble from
more sides than one by trying to tell
somebody how to run their business,
waving banners ofspecial do-gooder
causes and crusading for civic
improvements.
eal ex"I could share some ,
periences with you along these lines,
and I have the scars to prove them.
"What I hope to accomplish here
Is to bring to you — the readers of

letters to the editor

Is homosexuality a 'family value'?
To The Editor,
I would like to draw attention to
a presidential campaign issue that
has received less emphasis than I
believe it deserves. In the past

several months, the candidates have
offered a great deal of lip service to
"traditional family values." At the
same time, the positions held by
some of these men (and women)on

Mondale's humanism deplored
To The Editor,
Recently an article was brought to
my attention concerning Presidential candidate, on the Democratic
ticket, Walter Mondale.
While still a senator in 1970 he addressed the 5th Congress of the International Humanist & Ethical
Union, held at the Mass Institute of
Technology. He declared "although
I have never joined the Humanist
society. I think I am a member by
inheritance, I grew up on a very rich
diet of Humanism from my father."
t.44"To See a Human World" in a book
by Howard Rodist, page 69 The
Humanist)
Humanism denies the deity of
God, inspiration of Bible, existance
of heaven & hell. It denies the
biblical account of creation, etc.
It promotes evolution, homosexuality, lesbianism, incest, abortion,
mercy killings & suicide etc.
(Humanist Manifesto, updated in
1973 from Humanist Manifesto
published in 1933.
During the pre-election CarterMondale period, Madolyn Murray
O'Hara said she would have been
happier had the chair (for press)
been Vice-President Mondale,

whom she described as an undercover atheist. "National Catholic
News Service" (Catholic' Bulletin
for St. Paul Minneapolis Diocise,
1976.)
Walter Mondale stated as recorded in Human Events, Feb. 25, 1984,
"We are including & recruiting
openly gay & lesbian candidates on
our slates." My campaign has an
openly gay & lesbian staff.
This information needs to be
made known to those concerned
here in this strongly Democratic
community.
The past few weeks the news
media, especially television, have
been very much pro MondaleFerraro. It has neglected to say
very much about Mr. Mondale's
high blood pressure problem (he
sure looked bad with the bags under
his eyes during the last debate.)
We should remember that the
ultra-liberal Geraldine Ferraro
(who refuses to use her husbands
name) is only a heart-beat away
from the Presidency should they
(God forbid) be elected.
Sincerely,
Vannetta Bullard
Rt. 2 Murray

Voting is our privilege, duty
To The Editor,
I would like to say that in my own
opinion, voting is much more than
a privilege. It is also a duty. A duty
not only to ourselves, but to our
children, family, and to our country.
I do not feel that voting is something
to be taken lightly or without much
thought. Voting is indeed a
privilege, but it is much more and
should be treated as such.
Voting is a privilege that *as
given to us by our forefathers many
years ago. When the United States
of America, as a nation, was
established, not everybody had the
right to vote. But as the years went
by, more Americans were given this
privilege. Now every American
citizen, eighteen sears and older,
has the _right to take advantage of
this great privilege. Yet, many pea,
pie feel that voting Isn't important
or that their one vote won't make
any difference. Yet, if they don't like
the man elected, they complain. The

truth is, if all the people who thought
their vote wouldn't make any difference had voted, the other man
may have been elected.
Just as voting is a privilege, it is
also a great responsibility. We must
realize that the man elected will be
our president and leader for the next
four years. After he is elected, vie
cannot do anything to change it.
Therefore, we must do all we can to
put the best man in office, and the
only way we can do that is by voting.
I hope that more people will see
how important the privilege and
responsibility of voting is.
Remember, you owe it to yourself
and your country to make America
the best she can be. Please,
remember to 'vote because every
*vote,counts.
Sincerely,'
Jerullfer Todd
Eleventh Grade
Eastwood Christian School

•

specific issues, makes you wonder
Just how traditional their values
really are.
One of the basic planks of the 1984
Democratic platform condemns
discrimination on the basis of a
number of factors including "sexual
preference." This is the first time,
to my knowledge, that a major
American political party has openly embraced the gay liberation
movement. They have recruited gay
and lesbian candidates on their
delegate slates, and for the
Mondale-Ferraro campaign staff. In
fact, Walter Mondale has even endorsed the Lesbian/Gay Civil Rights
Act-S.430. What we are being told is
that to discriminate against a
homosexual is wrong in the same
way Mitt discrimination on the basis
of race is wrong. The basic assumption here is that being homosexual
Is just as respectable as being black.
This is not only an insult to
minorities, but also makes a
mockery of the legeitimate civil
rights movements of the past.
There are three basic reasons I
believe the federal government has
no business protecting people's right
to practice homosexuality. First, it
Is not an issue of civil rights, it is a
matter 'of moral behavior. The
Supreme Court has made that
perfectly clear in its rulings on
alleged discrimination against gays
in the military. Second, the federal
government would be infringing on
the rights of local communities to
set moral standards for those who
occupy positions of influence over
their young people. Some homosexuals may always have held teaching
positions in our public schools; but
U so, they have maintained their
jobs by keeping their "sexual
preference" to themselves. Finally,
any action on the part of any of
homosexuality as a legitimate and
respectable lifestyle. My children
deserve better than to live in a society that has stopped condemning immorality and started praising and
admiring it.
If we are really concerned about
-traditional family valves," we
.
need to look past the empty catch
phrases and look at where the candidates really stand. Ronald Reagan
has said, ",..Gay rights...is asking
for a recognition and•acceptanCe of
an alternative life style which I do
not believe society can Condone, nor
can I." I couldn't have said it better
myself.
• •
Sincerely,
John McKee
Route 6 Box 348
Murray, ICY 42071

the Ledger & Times — something of
Interest about the people about you,
something which could give you a
chuckle, or to share with you some
of the things in the area which I find
interesting.
"And, if you have something
which you want to share with me.
I'll be happy to get it. Columns are
a lot like people. Sometimes they
are hard to fill up."
• • •
That was it — "Galley" No. 1.
And I couldn't let the anniversary
pass without a word of special appreciation to those who so faithfully help me with. it each week,
namely:
My wife, Cathryn, who so
painstakingly reads every one
before it goes to The Ledger and catches so many of my grammatical
errors, misspelled words and "too
long" sentences, and to the young
ladies at The Ledger who equally
painstakingly punch it into the electronic type-setting system.
And,of course,I appreciate all of
you folks who keep me so well supplied with things about which to
write.
The first 10 years have been great
fun, and I am confident the next-10
will be equally so.

business mirror

by john cunniff
NEW YORK (AP) — Treasury
officials have let the news slip out,
and it is like a bomb tossed into the
middle of all those folks who make
up the real estate business — the
lenders, the sellers, the owners and
builders.
Those folks are always on edge
these days, reacting to the slightest
provocation.
To real estate people, some of the
best ideas of the tax people are
akin to criminal acts that violate
their person, privacy and peoperty.
The news: the Treasury is
pondering the benefits to them of
reducing or eliminating the
mortgage-interest deduction that
second-home taxpayers now enjoy.
Such a move might not have any
more impact on housing and real
estate than it' has on government
revenues, but to the real estate people it is the principal involved.
Let the government eliminate
the deductibility of second-home
interest, the housing and real
estate people say, and then they'll
go after the deductibility of firsthome interest. And that, they
argue, is discrimination.
The idea has surfaced before and
the reaction was similar. But the
earlier surfacings came from
academics and think-tank types.
This one's from Uncle Sam
himself.
Here are some of the arguments
against removing deductibility:
—It comes close to violating the
very spirit of America because,
after all, a family's home is its castle, the sanctuary of all that is right
and strong.
The housing and real estate people say homeowners are more likely to be law-abiding voters and supporters of their communities — admirable people, defenders of
America.
—Removing deductibility from
second homes poses the threat of
the camel getting his nose farther
Into the tent, and then his entire
body.
If so sacred a deduction as mortgage interest can be eliminated or
reduced, what powers will citizens
have to protect themself from further intrusions?
—It's discriminatory. If secondhome interest loses its taxdeductibility, then why not second
cars, and second sets of furniture
and all those installment loans that
allow so many people to appear
solvent?
—It's based on the false assumption that second homes are owned
,by people who already own one
home. Many people pay rent,
which cannot be deducted on income taxes, and maintain a second
home in order to cash in on the tax
benefits that so many others enjoy.
If these arguments seem extreme there is a reason: Since
World War II the housing industry
has been through seven recessions,
ranging from just 10 months in 1966
to 36 months from November 1978
to November 1981.
In the past* couple of years it
• scraped itself together and made a ,
long, perilous battle back to health.
So, when threatened with any
peril at all the industry gathers its
forces together for the fight.
Whether the peril is a firecracker
• or a bomb, it is likely to produce
the samesreaction. Just wait and
listen.
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MURRAY TODAY
Camera club will meet
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club
will meet Monday, Nov. 5, at 7 p.m. in the Annex
of Calloway County Public Library. Members
and guests are to bring prints and slides of the
Homecoming activities for Murray State
University.

Skating party Monday
A skating party for North Calloway Elementary School will be Monday, Nov. 5, from 6 to 8
p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray. Children may
skate for $2.50 each with $1 going to the North
PTO. Parents and teachers may skate for 25
cents each.

Fellowship will meet
The Paris Chapter of Full Gospel Business
Men's Fellowship will be Friday, Nov. 2, at 6:30
p.m. at Avalon Restaurant, Paris, Tenn. Robert
V. (Bob) Green, administrator of Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Huntingdon, Tenn.,. will be
the speaker.

DATEBOOK

Oaks luncheon changed

School plans reunion

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club have
changed their November noon luncheon from
Wednesday, Nov. 21, to Wednesday, Nov. 14.
Reservations should be made by Monday, Nov.
12, with the co-chairmen, Sue Wells, 753-3671, and
Hazel Beale, 753-2510. Other hostesses will be
Mary C. Lamb, Anita Thornton, Sheila Crosslin,
Janice Compton, Martha Butterworth, Dolores
Pritchard, Jeanette Fain, Marilyn Liddle,
Regina Harrington, Jackie Gresham, Nancy
Todd, Beverly Ghan, Mary Graves, Dot Erwin,
Julia Janecek, Rhonda Felts, Trecia Ray, Joyce
Hamlin and Rozella Henry.

Diabetes meeting tonight
The Calloway-Marshall Counties Diabetes
Association will meet tonight (Thursday, at 7
p.m. in the Third Floor Classroom, Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Michael Ridley.
an oral surgeon on the hospital staff, will speak
on "Care of Your Mouth, Teeth and Gums." The
cookbook, "Cooking with Style: a Cookbook for
the Diabetic," will be available for sale at $5
each. Officers are Lori Crouch, Gail Futrell and
Robert Hopkins.

Ethan Isaac Hall born
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hall, Rt. 2, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Ethan Isaac, weighing
seven pounds eight ounces, measuring 20% inches, born on Tuesday, Oct. 16, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Johnson of Pilot Oak and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Hall of South Fulton,
Tenn. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Lucy Yates.
Pilot Oak.
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We are happy to announce that Karen Jones,
bride-elect of Dwight
McDowell, has selected her
decorative accessories
from our bridal registry.
Karen & Dwight will marry
Dec. 1.

)-

THE TREASURE
HOUSE

LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
1 200 Sycamore, Murray
(502)7531492

Southside Shopping Center. Murray. Ky.
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IA OFF.
Liz Clairborne
Blouses & Pants
trreen, Winter White
Corduroy

Selected Group
Personal Suits
& Blouses

Black, White Classy Suit
Skirt. Pant, Jacket, Sweater,

$31.33-$27.33

1:4 8.00421.33

S96.66428.00

Campus Casual,
Granite, Berry
Skirt, Blouses,
Sweater & Jackets

De Couve
Cardigans, Pants
(;re. N4 inter Nt hitt-

848.00-$22.66

S33.33432.00

Just Arrived
For Fall!
Cricket Lane
Sportswear
Berry Corduroy Blazer.
Skirt. Pants. Blouses

$23.33-$12.66

,

Evan Picone

Fire Islander
Sportswear
Blazers. Seaters.
Skirts, Pants
Teal, Khaki, Wine

28.00417.33
Check and see
for yourself...
Littleton's prices
really are the
best in town!

Save On All
This And
Much, Much
More!

Event opens Friday
A Truck and Tractor Pull will
be held at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center,
Murray,on Friday and Saturday, Nov.
2 and 3, at
7 p.m. and on Sunday. Nov. 4,
at 2 p.m. Admission will be $8 for adults and $5 for
children under
12.

1

First Sgt. James T. Clemons, son of John S.
Clemons and stepson of Norma Clemons, New
Concord, has been decorated with the Army
Achievement Medal, Ansbach, West Germany.
The Achievement Medal is awarded to soldiers
for accorvplishments, meritorious service or
acts of courage. Clemons is first sergeant with
the First Armored Division. He is a 1960
graduate of Reitz High School, Evansville, Ind.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include Barbara Haley, Rt. 1,
Almo, Western Baptist, and Danny Bazzell,
Hazel, Lourdes.

Beauty expert rates
faces of candidates

Blake M. Howell born

skilled at applying her
makeup, but she should
try to play up her upper
lip, which is her weakest
facial feature," he said.

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip (Pete) Howell, Rt. 1, Benton, are the parents of a son, Blake Madison,
weighing'six pounds 12 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Monday, Oct. 8, at 11:48 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
two other sons, Bryan Mitchell, 11, and Brandon
Marshall, 2. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Sam P. Bryant, Rt. 7, Benton, and Virgil Howell,
Rt. 1, Benton.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 2, 1984
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPI
O
To find out what the stars say, read
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
the forecast given for your birth sign.
You have a good eye for value now
ARIES
and may purchase a collectible.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pit Travel and romance make a lucky
A travel invitation from a friend of- combination for you this weekend.
fers you the chance to unwind. Don't SAGITTARIUS
reveal your hand prematurely about a (Nov. 2210 Dec. 21)
business matter.
Enjoy a creative pastime. Further
TAURUS
research about a domestic matter br(Apr. 20to May 20)
ings you the answers you seek. ProIntuition is once again your ally in perty interests are lucky.
career matters. Social prospects are CAPRICORN
grand now. Be sure to accept invita- (Dec. 22toJan. 19)
tions and plan get-togethers.
It's the perfect day for a meeting of
GEMINI
friends. Your positive outlook attracts
(May 21 to June 20)
good fortune. Travel proves
Loved ones are on the same wave beneficial.
length. You'll complete a job assign- AQUARIUS
ment and receive new opportunities ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
for success.
Your financial prospects will imCANCER
prove now. Today, you're the active
(June 21 to July 22)
wheeler and dealer who has many opYou're able to put two and two tions.
together nicely on the job. Plan a PISCES
400
special outing with a loved one. Ac- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
iwww
cent togetherness.
Career developments are in your
LEO
favor. You'll act in behalf of a cheri.sh(July 2310 Aug. 22)
ed belief. Benefits come through
Your charisma is working for you in friends this evening.
romance and you'll also meet with
YOU BORN TODAY are sensitive to
chances for advancement now. Joint the feelings of others, but can be dicfinancial interests are lucky.
tatorial at home. You have a strong
VIRGO
need for security, yet shouldn't stifle
(Aug. 2310 Sept. 22)
your creativity in the pursuit of
Trust your instincts on the job. Then material things. Your imagination
enjoy today's opportunities for hap- will bring you success in the arts, once
piness in love and relaxing leisure you
cultivate
self-discipline.
pursuits.
Medicine, counseling, politics and
LIBRA
teaching are other possible vocations
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
ZeZ5 for you. Learn to express your feelYou're able to bring an assignment ings for greater happiness in personal
to completion and may celebrate the relationships. Birthday of: Burt Lanoccasion with family tonight. caster, actor: Keith Emerson, rock
Domestic interests are favored.
musician

fie
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Clemons receives medal

Pvt. Larry D. Adams, son of Gustia
Kay
Adams of Murray amd Clayton Dale Adams,
Rt.
1, Breaux Bridge, La., has completed
basic
training at Fort Dix, N.J. During the
training,
students received instruction tw drill
and
ceremonies, weapons, map reallihg, tactics,
military courtesy, military justice, first aid
and
Army history and traditions.

James M. Stinnett, son of Mrs. H. Stinnett, 602
Meadow Lane, Murray, has received the silver
wings of an Army aviator and was appointed a
warrant officer upon completion of the Rotary
Wing Aviator Course at the U.S. Army Aviation
Stliool, Fort Rucker, Ala. The course provided
training in leadership and helicopter flying
techniques as well as instrument flying. He is a
1981 graduate of Murray State University. His
wife, Debbie, is the daughter of Tom and Pat
Rawlins, 704 Forest Acres, Madisonville

NEW YORK (AP) —
President Reagan needs
a facelift, Walter Mondale needs a "tea bag"
treatment to reduce the
puffiness around his
eyes and George Bush's
eyebrows need a trim.
But Geraldine Ferraro
needs only a "minor
tune-up" to become a
perfect 10, according to
a Hollywood beauty,,
expert.
Daniel Eastman,
author of "Face
Fitness," a skincare
book for men, has rated
the candidates in the upcoming presidential
election according to
their facial problems.
"I'll give President
Reagan an 8% on my
image scale," Eastman
said. "In a recent
debate, Reagan proclaimed that he wore no
makeup, which is hard
to swallow. Do you suppose Nancy pinches his
cheeks before he goes on
TV?"
He said the president
could use a facelift and
should apply
moisturizers to help
smooth out and soften
his wrinkles, which are
"beginning to look like a
road map of the back
woods of Kentucky."
Mondale "needs to
spruce up that drab,
stiff, and 'wimpy' image," said Eastman,
whose clients include
Cher, Suzanne Somers,
Johnny Mathis and
Vidal Sassoon. He gave
Mondale an 8.
Bush rated the lowest
score, 7%. His eybrows
"remind me of an untrimmed hedge,"
Eastman said this week.
Ms. Ferraro scored a
whopping 9. "She is

Mr. and Mrs. Randy Boggess, Rt. 6, Mayfield,
are the parents of a son, Brian Scott, born
on
Wednesday. Oct. 17, at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Eldon Crawford and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Edward Boggess, Mayfield. A step greatgrandmother is Mrs. Mary Boggess, Murray.

Adams at Fort Dix

Stinnett gets wings

Ga3

i•,t•

Brian Scott Boggess born

All graduates and persons who have attended
Farmington High School are invited to a reunion
that will be held June 22, 1985. Next year's class
will be the school's final one, as Graves County
high schools are being consolidated. The first
class was that of 1918. Alumni committees are
making plans for the event, and would like help
from people who can provide out-of-town addresses of classmates and who can assist in other
ways. Anyone wishing to help may call Mrs. Jerrell Mullins, secretary, at 1-247-6076, or reunion
coordinator Larry Colley, 1-345-2666.
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Get What
You Want!

At Colortyme You Can
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DREAMSCAPE
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Couple plans wedding for Nov. 24 Newborns and dismissals listed by hospital
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
Oct. 26, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Warren,
parents, Brenda and
Thomas, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Baby Boy Windsor,
parents, Barbara and
Randy. 803 North 17th
St., Murray;
Baby Boy Outland,
parents, Deborah and
Danny, Rt. 5, Murray.
Disthissals
Mrs. Sharon J. Furches and baby boy, Rt.
7; Mrs. Amy E. Robertson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Tracy Ross, Rt.
3;
Mrs. Nancy Anne
Cassiba and baby boy,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Rhoda Lou
Southern, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Donald K. Mohler, Rt.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Smothermon of Murray
announce the approaching marriage - of
their daughter, Tonya
Jo, to Darrell Wayne
Redden, son of Ms.
Peggy Redden of Memphis. Tenn., and the late
Charles Redden of
Murray.
Miss Smothermon is
the granddaughter of
Tommy Smothermon
and the late Mrs. Ruby
Smothermon of Murray
and of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Adair of Veedersburg,
Ind.
She is a 1980 graduate
of Calloway County
High School.
Mr. Redden is the
grandson of Mrs. Louise
Bynum and the late
Dees Bynum of Murray.
He is a 1980 graduate
of Murray High School.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday, Nov.
24, at 7 p.m. at the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

(Cont'd on page 8)

COSMETICS
FRAGRANCES

'Estee Lauder Gift.,Sets
*Germaine Monteil Specials of
Royal Secret Duo Ideal and
Champagne
*Porcelain Candles by Estee Lauder
'Ready to wear Beauty Care
Galore Elegant Ensemble.
*Charles of the Ritz
•Evyan by White Shoulders
•Aramis Gift Sets
'Ralph Lauren
*Polo
05 CheStnitt

*44
ENTERTAINMENT — Members of Murray State University's Printing
Services entertained on Halloween at W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training
center for the handicapped). Pictured in front are Margaret Baker, Marie
Jones, Stephen Norsworihy and Johnny Armstrong, and in the back are
Pitye Emerson, Faye Nance, Lio341 Perkins and Robert Pearce. Participating but not pictured were Jane Waddell, Linda Pierce, Anna
Margaret Cunningham and Lila McCuiston.

ed to have characters
speak naturally, using
contractions, but profanity is out. Older
readers don't like it.
The Soviet Union,
Middle East or Africa
should be avoided as
backdrops, because
readers hear enough
about those countries on
the nightly news.
Having several sexual
partners sometimes is
acceptable. So is
violence, if it doesn't
overshadow romance.

SRIOAT'S
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Nora Roberts, writer,
talks about her books
DETROIT (AP) —
There's a gold mine in
the steamy love scenes,
unrequited passion and
tangled relationships
portrayed in modern
romance novels.
It's a $450-million-ayear lode, mined mostly
by women writing for an
overwhelmingly female
audience of 20 million
worldwide — 3.5 million
in the United States
alone — according to industry figures.
Nora Roberts, 33, a
romance heavyweight
since "Irish
Thoroughbred" hit the
stands in 1979, said
readers "want to sit
down and read that book
and feel good. The
world's still there when
you go back — but you
may go back to the
world feeling better."
A fourth of the 2,000
Romance Writers of
America members
gathered in Detroit for
the group's fourth annual convention.
Aspiring writers and
veterans mingled with
top editors of major
publishing houses and
reaffirmed the formula
that's made romance
novels a success.
Romance writers
target an audience of
women 18 to 45 years
old, who spend between
Eft and $150 a month on
"romances."
Publishers issue
about 140 new titles
monthly in a half-dozen
sub-categories. They include "young adult"
stories of first Jove,
langthy historical
novels; "category contemporary" novels with
modern themes and
situations; and
"Inspirational" tales
with a spiritual theme.
Many publishers issue
aspiring writers explicit
guidelines, including
length, plot themes,
character development
and the amount of sexual content.
Writers are encourag-

GIFT
SETS

Mrs. Teresa King and
baby boy, 3 0 2
Westwood, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sheila Bell,
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Glenda Lowe, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Tammy E. York
and baby boy, A-8, Fox
Meadows Trailer Ct.;
Alerd Pat Lampe, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Susan Kaler, Rt. 1,
Benton;
Mrs. Nancy E. Erwin
and baby girl, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Miss Marielien
Suiter, Rt. 2, Calvert City; Brandon James
Swor, Rt. 1, Henry,
Tenn.;
Miss Rhoadie Jean
Vannoy, Rt. 2, Paris,
Term.; Miss Stephanie
Sanderson, 305
Brookside Dr.,
Mayfierd; Mrs. Imogene Belcher, 811
Broad St.;
Mrs. Sharon Mason,
Dexter; Mrs. Mildred
Marshall, Rt. 2,

TonyaJo Smotbermon and
Darrell Wayne Redden to marry

Rt. 3; Mrs. Mary E.
Gregory, Rt., 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Darrell
Wayne Love, Rt. 2,
Hazel;
Mrs. Pamela J. Manning and baby boy, F-1
Coach Estates; Miss
Robin M. Roberts, Rt. 2,
Frankfort; Edward E
Vance, Rt. 1
Farmington;
Mrs. Terri F.
Millraney and baby girl,
405 Park St., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Elva Mae

Lay Away Now
For Christmas!

1

Dallas claims
most populous
- DALLAS (AP) —
Trivia fans note: the nation's seventh-largest
city is Dallas — or San
Diego.
"Dallas is the seventh
most populous city _In
the U.S.," boasts a
Chamber of Commerce
brochure that lists the
population as 947,950.
i'It's likely we're
ahead," said Max Schetter, senior vice president of the San Diego
Chamber of Commerce,
which claims the city
had 953,900 residents as
of Jan. 1.
It's a battle that has
even the Census Bureau
running for cover. Officials will only say that
in 1980, Dallas was on
top. '904,078 to 8713,`538:
and maintained, that
position through
mid-1982.

Buchanan, Tenn.; and dismissals at
Edgar L. Howe, Sr., 2212 Murray-Calloway CounEdinborough;
ty Hospital for SaturMrs. Sylvia Dell day, Oct. 27, have been
stone, West View Nurs- released as follows:
:ng Home; Mrs. Audrie
Newborn admissions
Downs, Rt. 4; Mrs. Ora
Baby Girl Jenkins,
",ee Farris, 1610 Dodparents, Kimberly and
ion ; Mrs. Robbie Lee Kenny. Rt. 2,
Puryear,
)rr, 1660 Calloway;
Tenn.;
Floyd A. Larkin, Box
Baby Girl Kendall,
i46, Cadiz; Joseph Ardel parents, Dorris and
Andrus, Rt. 1, Clinton; Herbert, Rt. 6, Paris,
Mrs. Melda Faye Foy, Tenn.
Rt. 1; Mrs. Mary Alice
Dismissals
Gree, Rt. 4.
Mrs. Leisa K.
Newborn admissions Prescott and baby girl,

Deer
'C Hunters
Breakfast

Choose from Selected Separates &
Coordinates From Such Famous Brands As
Russ • Bay Club • Dee Cee • Sabena • Rickl
Miss Erika • Campus Casuals
Regular 18 00 to 80 00 Values
.

4

Serving Breakfast Beginning
3:30 A.M. Saturday and
Continuing Thru Sunday
Regular Hours:
Mon.-Sat, 3:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

JAN'S CAFE
100 Maple

SPORTSWEAR

•

"•'

.
mos

z:111.

thtM\

25 TO

500FF
'
%

1/ 1 ?/111

753-8656

SRIOATS

WEEKEND SPECIALS
Fri., Nov. 2nd, Sat., Nov. 3rd and Mon., Nov. 5th
All Ladies

Dresses Jr.. Misses and Half Sizes.... $5 on Reg. Price
All Ladies

20% Oft

Jeans Jr., Misses & Half Sizes
All Ladies

20%

Purses

LINGERIE
SALE
A Special Fall Sale Of Selected Sleepwear,
Daywear, Bras & Robes From Vanity Fair &
Other Famous National Brands, Intimate Apparel From The Area's Leading Ladies Store
Regular 6.50 to 45.00 Values

on

One Rack Children's

Coats, Shirts & Sleepwear

50 to 75% on

1/4sa
V

One Table Girls

Jeans
Odd Sizes & Broken Lots
All Boys & Girls

Values To $19.99 Sale

Jogging Shoes

OFF

$500

20% Off

By Keds, Kangaroo & Stacy Adams

Flannel Shirts

1

On Any Men's
All Men and Boys High Top

Save $

1/2 Price

Canvas Shoes By Ked & Converse
Men's Flare Leg Wrangler

Jeans

Reg S18.99 Sale $950

All Men's

Dress Shoes & Dress Boots
By Douglas and Fortune

1/2 Price

All Men's

Western Boots

4 DAY SPECIAL

Shoe Sale
ENTIRE STOCK
All 1984 Styles In 7 Color Possibilitles
Regular 39 00 to 49 00 values

1 /2 Price

SETTLE-WORKMA
Downtown Across From The Rank of Money Wisere
You Get Quality Merchandise At Reasonable Prices
And Vow &manses Is Always Appreciated

1 OooOFF
RANTS
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Church plans revival
The Chestnut General
Baptist Church will
have revival services
starting Friday, Nov. 2,
and continuing through
Sunday, Nov. 4.
The Rev. George Ep-

person of Bradford.
Tenn., will be the
evangelist. Services will
be at 7 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday and at 11
a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday.

Hospital list...
(C,ont'd from page 5)
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
Riggle, Rt. 1, Paris, Tempie Garrett, 1711
Tenn.; Jessie J. Mc- West Olive; Mrs.
Callon, Rt. 7;
Durina C. Collins. Rt. 1,
William Gleiber, Rt. Dexter; Mrs. Jettie A.
5: Jewell F MeCallon. Woods, Rt. 1, Benton.
::::SAVE VITE SAFE-T
I

vrsA-

Clark will
be speaker
for church
Charles Clark of Mt.
Vernon, Ill., will be the
speaker at the gospel
meeting at the Church
of Christ in Benton, Nov.
2 to 4.
Services will be at 7
p.m. on Friday and
Saturday and at 9:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday. Bible classes will
be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday.

Hi;SAVE VITIIIIFIC-T
----

,)t

__._
13 -Y-R ON LS

_
,
WILL PERFORM — In recognition of Outstanding
Achievement, the Murray High School Tiger Band has been
selected to compete in the Nashville Classic on Saturday,
Nov. 3, at Vanderbilt's Dudley Stadium, Nashville, Tenn.
Preliminary competition will begin at 11:45 a.m. with the
Murray band performing at noon. Heather Doyle is drum
major and Lee Estes is Color Guard captain for the Murray

-

GLENDALE AT WHITNELL 753-4 1 75

_

_

Ali Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m..—
Sat. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 •.m.

_

-

Lower Everyday Prescription Prices

Maalox

Mintox

Magnesia & Alumina Susp.

Magnesia & Alumina Susp.

$1

99

12 02

$

1

59

12 oz.

Nuprin

$1.6,9
Price
1.00
Mfg. Refund
You Pay After 694
Mfg. Rebate

Cepacol
Mouthwash/Gargle
$1

Triaminicin

29

$2
24 Tablets

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser

49

12 oz.

$229
60 Tablets

Sylvania

Puffs

Flip Flash

Facial Tissue

$1

With

10 Flashes

73

Box of 1,5 84
2 Ply Tissues

ttitUVE WITH SAFE-T ....::::SAVE VITH SAFE-Tata&

•

band. Twenty-four bands will compete for trophies and two
grand sweepstake awards of $3,000 each for the winner in
the small and large divisions. The Tiger band will be competing against other outstanding bands from Indiana,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Alabama and Kentucky. Advance
tickets may be purchased by contacting Joyce Wright or by
calling the MHS Band Department, 753-5202.

Health care measures could prevent deaths
WASHINGTON (AP I
— Millions of unnecessary deaths
worldwide could be
prevented through sim-

ple, and relatively inexpensive, health care
measures, a study by a
Washington research
group said Saturday.

"Though their health
care needs differ
drastically, the rich and
the poor do have one
thing in common: both
die unnecessarily,"- said
William U. Chandler in
*
47
447
4
7
4
9
6iit4taiW.
,i111-V1Vi
—Wil the study "Improving
World Health: A Least
t HOLIDAY SHOPPING TOUR:
;
Cost Strategy."
TO NASHVILLE, TN.
"The rich die of heart
disease and cancer, the
NOV. 17 AND 18
poor die of diarrhea,
Stay at Hyatt Regency, famous Regency
pneumonia and
Brunch, visit all malls and various specialmeasles," said
ty shops. All transportation included.
Chandler, a senior
$87.00 per person, double.
researcher at the
Discount available.
Worldwatch Institute,
Call 753-8448
an independent, nonprofit research
organization.
"Fortunately, major
improvements in world
health can be made with
cost-effective preventive and primary care
Hwy. 94 W. at Lynn Grove
measures," he
reported.
"The most important
of these are providing
maternal and child care
for the world's poorest
people, clean drinking
water and sanitation
Sat. Nov. 3
facilities to the third of
the world's population
3:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
that lacks them, diet
Sun. Nov. 4
education for populations at high risk of
3:30 a.m.-8:00 a.m.
heart disease and
(502)435-4406
cancer, control of tobacco products, and basic
research for low-cost
cures," he wrote.

.4

..fp

Decongestant
Analgesic Antihistaminic

,

IYA*
L *******107Atir

Garland's Restaurant
Deer Hunter's
Breakfast

Noting that 17 percent diseases are common,
of all deaths in develop- he said.
ing countries are
"Fortunately, several
associated with diar- technologies can prorheal infections, vide low-cost but safe
Chandler commented drinking water a,nd
that "simple diarrhea sanitation services.
will kill more people in Wells and pumps can be
this decade than the constructed for as littje
Bubonic Plague as $25 per person," he
throughout the Middle reported.
Ages."
Turning to the
Pneumonia will take a odeveloped world, he
comparable toll, he add- said, "half of all deaths
ed, and most victims of In middle age due to
these two diseases will heart disease and
be children.
cancer could be
Chandler estimated prevented. Evidence
that five million to 10 links these early deaths
million lives could be to tobacco and diet,
saved annually by ex- especially dietary fats
tending primary health and cholesterol."
care to the world's poor
Low-cost educational
women and children measures can go a long
through paramedic way to lower this toll,
workers.
Chandler wrote, along
Infant mortality rates with effective antihave been cut in half smoking policies inwhere this approach has cluding sharply higher
been tried, he said, taxes on cigarettes.
citing programs in
He said that
Costa Rica, Sri Lanka "cigarette smoking
and China.
causes one-third of all
The workers, with on- cancers, most emly basic training, prac- physema and brontice midwifery, teach chitis, half of asthma
family planning and and ulcers and one-fifth
breastfeeding techni- of heart attacks in the
ques, give vaccinations United States." Smokand simple therapy.
ing costs the country
A large investment in more than $45 billion anwells and toilets is need- nually in health care
ed in areas where diar- costs and lost producrheal and parasitic tivity, he said.

Levi's® Jean
Sale
LEVI STRAUSS l. C

19.99
Reg. To 34.00

Tappan combines beautiful styling with beautiful cooking results.

Choose from an assortment of
selected Levi'se jeans. Super
Straights®, Super Slims® Yoke Baggies® and additional selected styles.
Levi's. denim jeans with the famous
Levi's® fit.

Ask About Our Layaway Plan
Financing Available
FACTORY
TRAINED
SERVICE DEPT.

WE STOCK
ALL THE PARTS
NEEDED FOR
REPAIR

TAPPAN MICROWAVE OVENS FOR THE
HOME SINCE 1955

STEELE & ALLBRITTENe
209 S. 3rd
733-5341

Murray, Ky.
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Coming community events are released
Friday, Nov.2
Thursday, Nov. 1
Sunday, Nov.4
Third day of Truck
Phi will meet at 7:30 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
p.m. at Commerc.e for activities by Senior and Tractor Pull will be
at 2 p.m. at West Ken'Citizens.
Centre.
tucky Livestock and Ex————
————
position Center.
Circuit Rider TrainSeventh and Poplar
————
ing will be at 7 p.m. at Church of Christ will
Persons may begin
First United Methodist have a churchwide
western style square
Church.
retreat at Paris Landing dance lessons at 1:30
Inn.
p.m. and round dancing
Friday, Nov.2
————
Alcoholics
lessons at 3 p.m. by
Mr. and Mrs. EmParis Chapter of Full Murray Squar-AAnonymous and Al- manuel Manners will be
Anon will have closed honored at reception in Gospel Business Men's Naders Square Dance
meetings at 8 p.m. at celebration of 25th wed- Fellowship will meet Club at Woodmen of
First Christian Church, ding anniversary from 7 6:30 p.m. at Avalon World Hall. For inforBenton.For information to 10 p.m. in Community Restaurant, Paris, mation call 489,-2610 or
call 758-0061, 762-3399, Room, North Branch, Tenn.
1-247-2642.
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Peoples Bank.
————
3
Nov.
Saturday,
•————
————
lieso
oh
Bridge
c
with
1
A
Couples
Connection
Single
The
Holly Daze Bazaar
will meet at 7 p.m. in will be from 9 a.m. to 3 Joe Pat and Lola James Anonymous will meet at
classroom on third p.m. at First United as hostesses will be at 4 p.m. at American
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Coun- Legion Building, South
floor, Education Methodist Church.
Sixth and Maple Streets.
try Club.
Buildkig, First United
————
————
————
Methodist Church. For
Fall Festival will
Events in Land BetEvents in Land BetInformation call Jill at start 6:30 p.m. at East
ween the Lakes will in- ween the Lakes will in753-1701.
Calloway Elementary
clude Fall Hike Day at 9 clude Pottery Demon————
School.
a.m. at Fort Henry Trail tration from 1 to 3 p.m.
"War of the Worlds"
————
parking area; Quilting at Empire Farm and
will be shown at 7 p.m.
Events in Land Betand 'Things To Come" ween the Lakes will in- Workshop and Exhibit Wetlands for Waterfowl
at 8:30 p.m. in Room clude Night Visual at at 10 a.m. at Empire at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
208, Faculty Hall, Mur- 7:30 p.m. at Woodlands Farm: Map and Com- Nature Center.
pass (Where Am I?") at
ray Rate University, as Nature Center.
1 p.m. at Woodlands
————
part of International
————
Nature Center; Boards
Ricky Skaggs will preFilm Festival.
A 1 c oh oli c s
Without A Saw at 2 p.m. sent a concert at 3 p.m.
————
Anonymous and AlCalloway -Marshall Anon will meet at 8 p.m. at The Homeplace-1850; in Lovett Auditorium,
Coonties Diabetes at J.U. Kevil Center. West Kentucky Murray State UniversiAssociation will meet at South 10th Extended, Amateur Astronomers ty. This is sponsored by
at 7:30 p.m. at Golden Student Government
7 p.m. in Third Floor Mayfield.
Pond Visitor Center.
Association and tickets
Classroom, Murray————
————
are 68.50 and 69.50,
Calloway County
Used book sale by
Al c oh o lies available at ticket booth
Hospital.
Volunteers will be from
Anonymous and Al- on main level, Curris
————
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Grade cards for first Calloway Public Anon will meet at 8 p.m. Center.
at American Legion
————
nine weeks grading Library.
Building, South Sixth
World Community
period at Calloway
————
and Maple Streets.
Day Prog-ram by
County High "School- will
Truck and Tractor
- ——
Church Women United
be distributed today.
Pull will begin at 7 p.m.
Used Book Sale by will be at 2 p.m. at
————
at West Kentucky
Mirray Women of the Livestock and Exposi- Volunteers will be from Memorial Baptist
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Church.
Moose will meet at 8 tion Center.
Calloway Public
p.m.
————
— -- —
Library.
————
Round and square
————
Homecoming will be
Murray Civitan Club dancing with music by
Second night of Truck at Kirksey United
will meet at 7 p.m. at Sharecropper will be
and Tractor Pull will Methodist Church.
Hotneplace Family from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
begin at 7 p.m. at West
————
Restaurant.
Lynn Grove Roller
The Single Connection
Kentucky Livestock and
————
Rink.
will have lunch at 12:15
Exposition Center.
Xi Alpha Delta
————
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
————
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Mothers Morning Out
Round and square Restaurant.
Phi will meet at 7:30 will be at 9 a.m. at First
————
with music by
dancing
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Christian Church.
Sundowners will be
Elders of First Chris————
————
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at tian Church will have a
Preceptor Omicron
Hazel and Douglas
Lynn Grove Roller breakfast at 8 a.m.
Chapter of Beta- Sigma Centers will be open
————
Rink.

Thursday, Nov.1
Microwave School,
sponsored by Murray
High'Home Economics
Department and WardElkins, will be from 7 to
8:30 p.m. at Murray
High School. For reservations call 753-5202.
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TOOTSIE ROLL DRIVE — Council 6897 of
Knights of Columbus conducted its annual Toot.
sie Roll Drive in Murray recently. Over $3,000
was raised to help W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
training center for the handicapped), according
to Victor Fromm, Grand Knight of KC. In side
photo, Kevin D'Angelo, right, talks to a family
while working for the drive. In the bottom photo
are, from left, Eleanor D'Angelo, Marge
Garland and Julie Janecek of the Women's Guild
of St. Leo's Catholic Church assisting in the
drive.

•
Wake Up At. . .

.•..

indamood's

Breakfast Bar Features...

Because there's only one skin like yours

MERLE nORMAft
Personalized Skin Care and Makeup
ulen Bel, Air Center
all
753-6926

• Biscuit & Gravy
• Sausage Biscuit
• Hash' Browns
• Eggs
• Bacon
• Sausage
• Smoked Sausage
• Bagel & Cream Cheese
• Croissant
• Pecan Danish
• Fresh Fruit

40:
70
55
85L
30
45
12
65
1 00
, 3',

(oranges, pineapple, cantaloupe. grapefruit)

• Fruit Juices

7(

(Orange. grapefruit. tomato)

Ramsey's Discount Shoes
Served 7-10
Monday-Friday

Ladies Name Brand Shoes
$ 1 499 & 1695
Men's Western Boots
$3895
Across from Dixieland Center
753-3120
10:00-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

309 N. 16th
(right across from Faculty Hall)
753-3149

Layaway available with small deposit

Handbags, Accessories
nd Jogging Shoes

Handbags

Big Indoor

NO. 641
FLEA
MARKET
To Open Soon On Hwy. 641
North Of Murray In
Wiggins Furniture Bldg.

'Shown are just 2 Handbags
from an exciting new collection.

12.49

Reg. 17.00

11.99

Reg. 16.00

Call Now To Reserve Your Space!
Rent one or even 3 or 4 booths for whatever you have to
sell...Antiques, books, jewelry, fruits, nuts, honey, sorghum,
shoes, toys, dolls, dishes, ceramics, clothing, arts and crafts,
etc
We furnish utilities and advertising, you provide display racks
and tables.
People will come from miles around to shop the big market
all under one roof. (Plenty of free parking available.)
The Flea Market will be open every Friday and Saturday 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m. til 5 p.m.

Call This Week To Rent Space!

753-4566 or 753-8164
Coin and Key Chain Combination

8.99
ogging Shoes

Reg. 12.00

Cigarette Case

17.99

Reg. 23.50

Been planning a yard or garage sale but couldn't have it due
to weather? Now you can rent a space in the big indoor Flea
Market opening soon on Hwy. 641 North of Murray in the old
Wiggins Furniture Building. One, two, or three-day rental
available.

For More Information & Prices, Call
753-4566 or 753-8164
Be A First! Call -This'Week.

•
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Mr. Wade's funeral is today

Susan Hicks, 2, killed
Susan Evan Hicks, 2,
was killed Tuesday morning in a car accident in

Mrs. Hargis'
rites today
Final rites for Mrs.
Trudie Hargis are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John
Dale is officiating and
Jerry Bolls is directing
the song service.
Pallbearers are
Lowell Palmer, Charles
Tidwell, Joe Nelson,
Brad Cook, Larry
Darnell and David
Beane
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Hargis, 83, died
Tuesday.

Red Bay, Ala.
She is the daughter of
Clark and Nancy Hicks
of Red Bay, former
residents of Murray.
Survivors are her
parents; four brothers,
Trevor Hicks, Shannon
Hicks, Corey Hicks and
Boyd Hicks, all of Red
Bay, her grandparents.
Hoyt and Opal Roberts,
Murray, and Morris and
Mary Strickland, Vina,
Ala
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. at the Red
Bay Church of Christ.
Walter B. Edwards and
Haskell Sparks will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Halltown Cemetery
at Red Bay. The Deaton
Funeral Home of Red
Bay is in charge of
arrangements.

12.75%

Services for Milton
Henry Wade will be today at 3 p.m. in the
LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Dale
Gallimore, Billy Dunlap
and Adolphus Wade will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Foundry Hill
Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints Cemetery.
Mr. Wade, 72, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn., died Tuesday at his home. He was
a retired truckdriver for
Kentucky-Tennessee
Clay Co., a member of
Foundry Hill RLDS
Church and a World
War H veteran.
Born Sept. 27, 1912, in
Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late
Benjamin F. Wade and
Ruby Shankle Wade.
He was preceded in
death by one son, Joe
Arliss Wade, on Aug. 11,
1982, and a brother,
Robert Wade.
Survivors arc his

by h.c. chiles

wife, Mrs. Ercell Martin
Wade, to whom he was
married on June 22,
1935; two daughters,
Romans 19:1-10
live and enjoy all the
Mrs. Clarence (Ruth)
God instituted human benefits
which
it
Barham, Jr., Hun- government for the purprovides.
tingdon, Tenn., and
pose of maintaining
Christian
A
is
Mrs. Mike (Rosemary) order, protecting its obligated to respect the
Hearnsberger, citizens,
punishing government under which
Nashville, Tenn.; two evildoers, and
ad- he lives. He should also
sons, Buddy Wade and
ministering justice. Sub- be in subjection to it.
Frederick Wade, Rt. 2, mission to one's govern- Each Christian should
Paris, Tenn.; seven
ment involves a growing abide by the laws of his
grandchildren.
concern for its improve- city, county, state and
Also surviving are two ment, the correction of nation, and be subsisters, Mrs. Lloyd social wrongs, and the missive to each govern(Jean) Stephens, Rt. 2, building of a better mental agency unless it
Paris, and Mrs. Ken- society.
should require him to
wood (Maude) RobinIn this era, when so disobey God and to do
son, Puryear, Tenn.; many are determined to wrong.
four brothers, Dorris defy and denounce all
It is incumbent upon
Wade, Ruben - Wade, authority, all citizens
Wallace (Jake) Wade need to be reminded of each Christian to support
and Jimmy Wade, Rt. 2, their duty to the govern- his government through
ment under which they the payment of taxes,
Paris.
thereby discharging his
obligation to pay for
numerous services of
which he has been the
recipient.

Murray High Speech Team
participates in tournament

The Murray High
Speech Team recently
participated in the
Madison-Overten Tour-

FOR YOUR

Is your money
working this hard?

Calloway County
School Board
4th District
ELECT

Corporate bonds are among the highest
yielding investments available today.
Many are A-rated and their interest is
payable quarterly. Some have an
optional redemption feature as early
as the first quarter, subject to
limitation.

JAMES A.
RUDOLPH
November 6, 1984
Your Vote and Influence
Will Be Appreciated

Call me today for all the details on
this quality, high-yielding investment.

Special — Bar-B-0 Plate
Comes with Bar-B-Q, Baked Beans,
French Fries, Cole Slaw & Toasted
Bun, and a regular Drink
,I

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

1•4,131,3 NOW Vixt SIOC*,
MOTORS SOCYMOII

$299
Special Good Nov 2-8

Place Ain't Fancy
But Sho Is Good Food!

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

CNN. .nC

P,
0141CtICO Gamow...

Murray

Chestnut St.

nament in Nashville
with schools participating from Kentucky, Illinois, Alabama
and Tennessee.
Uompeting in extemporaneous speaking was
Bill Maddox, in
Dramatic interpretation, Laura Cella and
Michelle Garland, and
in varsity cross-ex
debate were Megan
Stroup and Jill James.
Cella competed in the
final round anti captured, 2nd place, while
James and Stroup captured 3rd with a 3-1
record and 212 speaker
points.
The team competed
against teams from
Paducah Tilghman,
Hillwood and Madison.

Hog market

f

Edward D. Jones & Co.€
.
VV
ALAI

sunday school
lesson

753-0045

Federal.State Market News Service
November I, 11184
Kentucky Purchase Area He Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 774 Est. IMO Barrows
& Gate .25 bleier Sows steady to 1.00
higher
US 1.2 210.200 11s.
545.25.45.75
some 44.25
I'S 2 200.210 lb..
544.25-45.25
444.75-45.25
1'0 2 210-250 Ms
343.75-44.75
US 2.3 250.270 lb..
Sows
us 1.2 210.350 lbs.
$33.00.34.00
$340057.30
IFS 1-3 340450 lb..
borne 38.00
830.00-40.50
US 1.3 450.500 lb..
140.00-42.50
US 1.3 $04-050 lb..
$3.3.00 34.00
LS 2.3 340540 lb..
Boars $383052.00

THANKSGIVING & CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
4

'
AI

25" Diagonal
COLOR
CONSOLE
• Sharpness control • Custom
control • Set-and-forget
picture
volume control •
antenna
connector
•
Mediterranean
Styling
cabinet
of
constructed
genu4ne hardwood
solids, wood
Composition board A simulated wooO
accents

BIG SCREEN
PORTABLE
COLOR TV

COLOR
MONITOR
AUTOMATIC
COLOR

• DC restoration
• 70-position -Click-In" UHF tuning
• Walnut finish on high impact

Coax cable

498

VIVI-COLOR'"
COLOR
SYSTEM

plastic

• 17- Diagonal

Model
25PC3802K

111

,AFC
"711111".

$268

We Repair All Brands Of T.V.s
Full Line Of T.V. Parts
26 Years Experience

UPSWEPT COOKTOP—
SMART STYLING
Rotary dials tor precise heat contro
Calroda surface units
Removable oven door Full-width
drawer
storage

$318

AFC
CHAS%
'SW =.=

MAI
.1111i INONIE
f•111

Bobby Wilson
TV Serviceman

Kentucky news in brief
Carl Collins, 34, also divers, who haa oeen
of Barbourville, -was searching for guns
listed in serious condi- believed stolen in Mount
tion at Pineville Com- Sterling.
munity Hospital.
The women's bodies
The accident occurred were found inside a car,
at a mine licensed to which authorities said
Mid-South Coal Co., a had been missitig since
spokeswoman for the February 1983.
state Department of
————
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Mines and Minerals
(AP) — A Fayette Cirsaid.
However, Sonny cuit Court jury has reGrubb, a vice president jected a Lexington atfor Mid-South, said the torney's $687,000 lawsuit
two men were employed against the bank he
by Carolina Coal Co., helped organize in 1979.
Jerry Anderson had
which was mining the
sought $187,000 in actual
site under contract.
damages and $500,000 in
————
MAYSVILLE , Ky. punitive damages from
(AP) — The deaths of American Bank & Trust
two Maysville women Co. and six of its
whose bodies were directors.
Anderson's suit claimfound last month in the
Ohio River are being in- ed the directors investigated as terfered with his right to
homicides, the Mason sell his stock by
County coroner said.
threatening to cause the
Coroner James Brell bank's failure.
The jury deliberated
released Wednesday the
preliminary autopsy more than three hours
results from the foren- Monday afternoon
sic lab in Hamilton before returning a verdict for the bank and
County, Ohio.
The tests show Connie directors George H.
Armstrong Gilliam, 40, Helton, Thomas J.
was shot in the head Gullett, Donald Q.
with a large-caliber •Wallace, Philip T.
weapon, Brell said. Morgan, Robert R. AdHowever, the deteriora- dington and Van R.
tion of body tissue has Jenkins.
————
prevented workers from
LEXINGTON, Ky.
determining the exact
cause of death of Regina (AP) — The chairman
Alberta Fannin, 35, he of Jerrico Inc., says the
restaurant company
said.
State police have may acquire an Italian
questioned numerous food business or develop
_
people but have made a management team to
no arrests in the case, form its own.
KiK STUMP RE.f.'00V AL
Warren W. Rosenthal
Brell said.
to 24 e•.1".
orcu.ind
The bodies were found told shareholders in
431 4343 oi 435 4319
near a Maysville bridge Lexington that Jerrico
Now Haul P;t Grovel
Sept. 28 by state police is "close to acquiring"
an Italian food company
and that another
business had turned
Bring Us Your Favorite Old Photo — We .*. down Jerrico's offer
recently.
Are Now Doing Restorations For Christmas
Rosenthal declined to
Bring This Ad In Fori
identify either business
Jerrie() was seeking
Discount On All Orders
Jerrico operates Long
Through November.
0
Sign Up For A Drawing For Nov. 30
John Silver Seafood
Shoppes and Jerry's
Several
In The Old
tg
- la:r,
eue
restaurants.
Prizes
Nesbitt* Bldg.
492 yj
zoto„ ..zi
etts„ Hazel. Ky
The Crystal Palace in
8198
641 S
London burned to the

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky
farmers will have access to tobacco-market
information 24 hours a
day through a toll-free
telephone number,
beginning Nov. 14, according to an
announcement.
The Federal Tobacco
Market News Service
awl state Department of
Agriculture initially will
provide tape-recorded
news on burley tobacco,
with information about
dark-fired and dark aircured varieties to be added when those auctions
begin.
Because burley
markets don't open until
Nov. 19, a market
preview will be offered
on the first five days of
the toll-free service, according to a news
release Wednesday. The
number is 800-432-9262.
————
PINEVILLE , Ky.
(AP) — A coal miner
was killed and another
injured in roof fall at a
Bell County mine, officials said.
The victim was identified as Terry J.
Myrick, 24, of Barbourville, Bell County Deputy Coroner Terrell Gibson said. The accident
occurred at 11 a.m.
Wednesday at a mine 5
miles northeast of
Pineville.

ground in 1936.

WANTED

E-Z Financing
Layaway Til
Christmas
Everything In
The Store
Reduced.
Too Many Items
To Mention.

FREE
DELIVERY

III

Model
17AC3602W

A Christian does not

have the right to take the admonition to love
the,'" our fellow citizens.
himself
upon
prerogative of obeying or
We owe a debt of love
disobeying the law as he to all men, and it is a conpleases. He must be obe- tinuing thing. If we love
Mont t"
the laws them as we should, we
shall have respect for
of his nation in order to their
persons and posseshave a clear conscience sions.
If one truly loves
and a wholesome in- another,
he will not influence over others.
jure him. If one truly
A Christian has duties loves
his neighbor, he
and obligations to his will
certainly express
fellow citizens. We do not that
love in . active
think that Pual here
goodwill.
meant to brand all buing
Expressing love for
on credit as unChristian,
our fellows is both an
for he, himself, ran a
obligation and an oppor"charge account" with
tunity which we must not
Philemon.
neglect. True Christian
What is unethical and
love has a wonderfully
unChristian is assuming
transforming effect on a
more obligations than
human life and a tremenone can pay, or ignoring
dously wholesome inthe payment of them. A
fluence over one's fellow
debtor
must never citizens.
defraud his creditor, or
leave a debt to any perGod wants all of His
son unpaid. If we treat children to live in such a
others as we would like manner as to please and
to be treated, then we honor Him and to be a
shall not leave any debt real blessing to those
with
unpaid.
whom
they
Paul enumerated the associate. Disobedience
last five of the Ten Com- to God will displease
mandments, which deal Him, invite
divine
with relationships to our chastisement, and have
fellow citizens. They can an injurious effect upon
be summarized easily in others.

5-CYCLE BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER
Energy saver drying
Option 2-level wash
action 3-way sound
control Full 10-year
warranty on PermsTut tub and door
liner (Ask for
details

Model GSD5000

Model JI3S03F

$298

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

These Are Thanksgiving & Christmas Specials.
We Will Service Year Round

Voters of Clayton Creek,
New Concord, Providence

RE-ELECT

CHARLES
REED
For Calloway County Schbol
Board District No. 2
"An experienced board member who
opposed a merger of the county and
city systems" Paid for by Earl Stool.) (father-in-law), treasurer.
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Murray Memorial Gardens
Announces

Open House For The
New.ChapeiMausoleum
Saturday, Nov.3rd
9 AM-2 PM

We want to invite you and your family to come to our open
house this Saturday and see our new chapel and mausoleum
complex. Our new chapel will be available to all of our property owners, whether they own ground or mausoleum, to
hold the commAttal service. We are proud to have an alternative to the j'tent setup at the graveside, which can be
especially trying on a family in times of bad weather. Our
chapel is both heated and air conditioned and even has a
sound system for those that would like to have music played
for the service. This service will be provided at no additional
charge over the graveside setup. We are looking forward to
seeing you Saturday.

We'd Like To Give Special Thanks
To The Following Suppliers
Congratulations from
•
FALL

Art"10

LA Hoffman's

IFS°R
N
121..ATRiG
rats

YOURS

759-4512

NORVELLE TENT
PUCKETT SUPPLY

Congratulations
Murray Memorial
Gardens

Greensboro, North Carolina
1-800-334-8509

Mirrray Ledger & Times

94 East Murray
1001 Whitnell

— Fall Is For Plantin • —

753-1916

Orititrs
Congratulations
Murray Memorial Gardens

SIMMONS ELECTRIC
SYSTEMS
& SECURITY 1503
Danbury

753-9403

Congratulations
KENAR ARCH1TECTUAL
& GAMMEL ENGINEERING
Harold Fletcher Architect

Murray Lumber
Company
"Every Foot A
Square Deal"
104 Maple

753-3161

GORHAM BRONZE
TEXTRON
Gorham Bronze Division ot Textron Inc

Providing Quality Architectural
Engineering for Murray & Calloway
County for over 70 Years.

Manufacturer Of Gentle Joey
West Bend, Wisc. 414-338-0072

Personalized Service
•
•

OVER

ei

Industrial Rd.

SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
•
Birch • O. • Walnut • Chorry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Ore. Sy & Soo Our Display

*

a
•

Murray Paving
Co. Inc.
"Serving Murray-Calloway
For Over 5 Years."
753-0411
94 East

Swift
Roofing

Fitts Block And
ReadyrMix Inc.

Robert Swift
Presidef1t

Blocks, Ready-Mix & Concrete
We -Also Have Mortar, Cement,
S. Ready-Mix By The Bag

5976
'
Murray, KY 753

—By Appointment—
Quality Service For

20 YEARS
.
EXPERIENCE'

753-5940.
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
•
•••
•••
•

200 East 12th Benton 527-1483

CLARK
DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM VVOODWORKINr.

753-3540

East, Main

Over 23 Years

Wiley Carpet
Cindy & Bob Wiley'0.Wilers, Operators
Benton
527-7920

PICKENS SUPPLY CO.
"Serving Murray-Calloway Co. ......
For Over 8 Years"
Come See Joe Or Mark For
Your Electrical Needs
753-6822

1918 Coldwater Rd.

David Bowlin
Mini-Backhoe
Services
Mayfield

345-2984
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Fatal accident has resulted in strict
probation for Hopkinsville resident

HOPKINSVILLE. Ky.
( AP
— Watching an
autopsy, attending
Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings and spending
alternate weekends in
Jail are conditions attached to the probation
of a prison term for a
25-year-old Hopkinsville
man.
Tommy Pigage pleaded guilty to
manslaughter, amended from a murder
charge issued in
December 1982, following the death at a
Nashville, Tenn.,
hospital of Ted Morris,

CARRIER
NEEDED

18.
At the time of the accident in Hopkinsville,
police said Pigage was
driving on the wrong
side of the street and
failed to react in a way
that would have
prevented a head-on collision with the Morris
car.
Kentucky law deems
a person under the influence of alcohol when
the blood -alcohol
reading is .10 or higher.
Pigage's blood-alcohol
reading two hours after
the accident was
measured at .28, court

From Murray To Hazel
1982 Nissan-Datsun 4x4

Apply In Person
At The Murray

35,000 miles, on road-off road tires, p.s., air,
A speed, AM/FM stereo cassetfe tape, topper.

S7,477

DWAIN TAYLOR
C-HEVR a LET

Lubie E. Parrish
as

School Board Member
District No. 4

Ledger & Times

641 S. Murray

753-2617

* PLEASE ELECT *

-Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated"'
Subject To General Election November 6, 1984
This Ad Paid For By Reba Parrish

what effect his sentence
has had on his future
decision whether to
drink and drive.
— Perform 120 hours
of community service
work and participate in
at least six Mothers
Against Drunk Driving
programs during the
probation period.
— Donate at least Si a
year for a 10-year period
to the Ted Morris
Memorial Scholarship
Fund at David
Lipscomb College in
Na§hville, Tenn., and
pa v a nrohatinn Qv inonii.

sion fee of $500 a year
for five years.
He also must regultrly attend AA meeting3,
submit to alcohol abuit
counseling, view at
autopsy and spend alter
nate weekends in jail tot
two years, under the
probation pact.
Pigage, his lawyer, a
prosecutor, an assistant
state attorney general
and the mother of the
victim signed the probation agreement, White
said.

PRICES GOOD
11-01 THRU 11-07

COW.10.
1
1W
.
M
1Pc•cocl.
Gil'.

records show.
Pigage pleaded guilty
to the reduced charge in
September, under terms
of a plea-bargaining
agreement with the
state. Although prosecutors recommended
that he be sentenced to a
10-year prison term,
they also offered the
judge a list of stipulations for probation,
should he decide to probate the case.
Christian Circuit
Judge Edwin M. White
said Wednesday that
there was no guarantee
in the agreement that a
guilty plea would result
in probation.
White granted a fiveyear probation last Friday but expanded its
guidelines. Other terms
of the probation agreement mandate that
Pigage:
— Observe a curfew
from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. for
10 days each Christmas
holiday period during
the probationary period.
— Write a 1,000-word
essay on the subject of

D — FROM GOOD F•LKS

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW, 7-UP,
DR. PEPPER...8,k.

16 oz.

to.

Ho/lard House

Plus dep.

Crisco

el"
)

COCONUT-CREAM

SHORTENIIVG

$239

3 Lb Can $259

With $ lb 00 Additional Purchase
E
Dairy, MiliiCCO Products
and Drinks On Special
BONUS SPECIAL WITH $15 00 ORDER

FLOUR

5 lb.

Peter Pan

PEANUT BUTTER

With S15 00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco Products
and Drinks On Special
ROTH SPECIALS WITH $30 00 ORDER

3

Martha White Plain or Self Rising

JUICES
SYRUP

5/b

$

Hyde Park

POTATO CHIPS

8 oz.

Keebler

CRACKEWS

1 lb

Prairie Farm

1% MILK

box

79°
891
169

TEA BAGS

$ 159

sect.

COFFEE MATE

64 oz.

69°

15 oz.

Wesson

CHILI BEANS

/5 oz.

Jiffy Apple or Blueberry

MUFFIN MIX

2/59°
1
59°

OIL

COCKTAIL SAUCE.

48 oz.

Charmin Toilet

TISSUE

7 oz. 3/$

Heinz
32 oz. $119

oz. 2/89°
16 oz. $ 1 89

TOMATO SAUCE...

Lucks

39

16

Hunts

BLEACH

Heinz

KETCHUP

TOMATOES
Carnation

Clorox

gal. $

. 12 PK. $

7 oz

16 oz.

PEPSI COLA

12 oz.

Duncan Hines

Risk
Grade A Veep Basted

S

Hyde Park
Baking

TURKEYS

1

Hyde Park Water Packed

COOKIE MIX

5Ib. $ 1 49

69lb 79°

14 20 lb

TUNA

18

ChOli

•

ROUND
STEAK

HENS

W Pop Up Timer

OZ

59°

U.S. Choice
Boneless

RIBEYE
ROAST

Shellie In
Deli
See
The Your
for 1-iarns

$399

-; 6 I1).

55°
$259
1°9
99°

4 Roll Pkg. $

2 Liter

Domino

SUGAR

$169
$139
99°
39°

Rosedale Whole

Tetley

Carnation Hot

COCOA MIX

PORK & BEANS

79°
69°

15 oz

MARSHMALLOW CREAM

19

16 oz.

Bush Deluxe

Kraft

MEAL

40 oz.

Karo Blue Label

CHILI W/BEANS

Sunflower Self Rising

18 oz.

Welch Harvest Blend

Hormel

89°

99°

Boneless lb $1 60

M11(11111111 I I II III I 11 1 1 1 1! 1 I I I I I I 11111111
4(7

PRODUCE

MEATS

DELI

Hyde Park

TURKEY BREAST.. $ 1 79

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

SLAB BACON34

Florida Pink

GRAPEFRUIT

5 lb

Bag

Fancy

II)

lb

U.S. Choice Boneless Rolled

RUMP ROAST

5P 1°°
CHICKEN BREAST
CAULIFLOWER
$ 1 29
SPARE RIBS
POTATOES
59° POR ROA
ST
CUKES

lb

Grade A

Snow White Jumbo Size

U S Ni

lb. pkg.

$

19
lb.

U.S. Choice Chicken

FRY STEAK

Fresh & Crisp

CABBAGE

BOLOGNA

Owen's Best Sliced

4

Helves
lb

1 Bei!

(Small) lb

Boneless Rolled Boston Butt

K

Eckrich All Meat

$219
*239
s 1 39

$21 9

Emge American

CHEESE

$219

Baby

SWISS CHEESE

$329

Owen 'S Best

BBC2 BEEF

$329

BBQ RIBS

$298

StOrt (1) Rh

Hot or Rt ti

PIMENTO CHEESE

$269
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4x32 Sharp-shooter Rifle Scope
Fogproof. Fits many makes and models.

Our Reg.49.97,3x32 Rifle Scope,...39.97
Remington Ammo Rebate!
$1 OFF Remington Centerfire
Ammunition. Rebate Good
Until Dec.1,1984
Detods it Store

Box Centertire Cartridges'
High-speed, soft-point cartridges in 30/
30 caliber. 20 rounds per box. Save.

Our Reg.22.97

Insulated
Steel Bottle
Features pour-thru
stopper with side
handle Warranteed.
In II=IMI 1•111

,

3ilable In
,st Stores

.
11 1635?
r - ..•
-r-..Arg.....---Sharp"' 200 Knife, 8,97
W875 Hunting Knde,9.97
14,97
5" Sabre Knife
24.97
Buck 110 Knife .

—
,

t

- !PI*

Save s3

v

',

mom Our

16E91 lEcia97

Knife,Or Sharpening Set
3-in. lock blade knife or 3stone sharpening system.

'

0

?

-------- _----rit,--

..--._
If

Save *2

5,97

Unassembled In Cation

Our Reg.
7.97

Universal;
shotguns.

for
-

rifles,

Our 5.97, 17"
Seat

Heat

3 97

—
..
.=

r

•

-

19.97

Hardshell Gun Case

7.97

3-place Gun Rack
Wood; locking bar, cornpartment. Walnut finish.

Fits all rifles, scopes. Save.
175 Gun Patches
99*

Holds 6 pack; flat top,
built-in drink hplder.

5.97

ou r
7.97

97
?4jr

Coleman® 2-gal. Cooler i
i

,,.
e_

,

•.',
0

41

1

,.

Colemano

Save *2

Save *5

Save 8.01

r k

....

--!

'N111

--

/

II

Illis
..

..,

CALLEN)

/

,......

1,".00-••••••
'"N

I
prilli

MO MI=I=R:

____

,

,
ill

Gun Cleaning Ouffit

i
/

.
NORIOL....;

_

WM

lii

HOPPE'S

/

-,

f

/
4 i

1
1
ir

I

,

sve s30

Save 50*

MEW l
C js
t)
i197

7.97
8.97
°3.4u
2.97
Insulated Underwear
Sporty Knit Hunting Cap

1 Size Fits All

Save 9
Our

lid Pine Gun Cabinet
kis,6 guns; with safety
door and drawer.
.:king
-

7
r

Warm Orlon ® /acrylic.
347
Our 3.97,Cop

*DuPont Reg

A

-

TM

Nylon shell with Hollofir
808 polyester. Save.
•DuPonl Reg.TM

_

Saves

..• .i• ..

Save 80*

14.9 ?e,u,r, ,

Save 55
.

2.97,,.
Warm Hunting Gloves

Otir "=*"

luta 1.74
WD-40 Lubricant

33.77r

Canvas Hooded
Sweat Shirt

9-oz.• can of rust pre- :
ventative and cleaner. .
•Mel wl

Lined camouflage jersey,
pile lined vinyl gloves.

Insulated polyester
Our 17.97, Size 54....15.97

MI

"1-,, -

pi
,- -,- --

-1-

Men's,
10-14
I

12*97

.,
III"

:me 2.20 F400"leremk

r

3.33 ,,g7

\

,.
•

4.9

re779.9r7
n-on Pocket Compass
rectional indlcator;
md held -compass too.

.., ,t°

Sale

2 Plc. Black Sheep
.
Thermal Socks
Nylon blends; tube boot
or stretch thermal secks.

,

Reg
1 4.97

,

1

.t

,„

,.
ir

Sale

1.29

eg.
;.47
1

Sete

4.97

.
7
R579

Hunter's Orange
Jones Style Hat

Electric Socks
. ,

.

Vinyl Hunting
Vest (Orange)
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Names In The News
NEW YORK (AP) —
The top brass at Paramount Pictures Corp.
know a good thing when
they see it, and aren't
about to let red-hot comedian Eddie Murphy get
away.
Murphy, who has
already made such box
office hits as "48 Hours"
and "Trading Places"
for Paramount, has
signed to do a concert
movie and five feature
films for the studio.
Paramount plans to
release "Beverly Hills
Cop," the 23-year-old
Murphy's first solo starring effort, beginning
Dec. 7, and to release
next summer a movie of
his upcoming nationwide concert tour.
————
NEW YORK (AP —
City Council President
Carol Bellamy said she

wore a "two-piece suit"
when she let herself be
sawed in half to open a
magic exhibit at Lincoln
Center, but noted she'd
like some help with a
disappearing act.
"If the mayor disappears for 10 days, the
charter says the president of the city council
takes over," Miss
Bellamy said Wednesday at a preview of
"Magic: Past and Present," which opens
today.
As he placed a wooden
arch across her middle,
magician George
Schindler assured Miss
Bellamy, "Nothing can
go wrong. I used to do
this to my sister — my
half sister. She now
lives in Dallas and Fort
Worth."
————
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Actor Robby Benson,
who starred in "Running Brave," "Walk Proud" and "The Chosen,"
underwent surgery to
replace a congenitally
defective heart valve.

Benson, 29, was doing
"extremely well" after
the surgery Wednesciity,
said UCLA Medical
Center spokeswoman
Cathy Dunn.
Benson began his acting career at age 5 on
Broadway. He appeared
in his first film, "Jory,"
in 1972, when he was 16.
He recently appeared in
"Harry & Son" with
Paul Newman.
————
AUSTIN, Texas (AP
— Amanda Blake, who
played Miss Kitty on the
television series
"Gunsmoke," is
honorary chairman of
the 1984 Great
American Smokeout in
Texas, and will ask
smokers to kick the
habit for a day.
Miss Blake said she
smoked two packs of
cigarettes a day for 20
years, but quit in 1976
after she was diagnosed
as having mouth
cancer. She said she is
free of the disease after
surgery.
————

NASHVILLE, Tenn,
I AP) — Johnny Lee and
Lane Brody, who teamed up to sing this year's
No. 1 country hit, "The
Yellow Rose," will be
hosts for the final competition in the Wild
Turkey Battle of Country Bands.
Ten bands from
across the country
began rehearsing
Wednesday for the
talent contest. The winners get a year's booking contract, $5,000 and
will record an album.
The finals are Friday
night.
————
PARIS (AP) —
Princess Stephanie of
Monaco, the youngest
child of Prince Rainier
III and the late Princess
Grace, was confronted
by a man and woman
who tried to kidnap her
as she returned to her
family's apartment in
Paris.
The 19-year -old
princess filed a police
report Wednesday, saying that when the couple

ordered her to get out of
her car and into theirs
on Mbnday night, she
slipped away and into
the home, said police
and a palace
spokeswoman.
Princess Stephanie,
previously a design student in Paris, began
working with the
fashion house of Christian Dior on Tuesday.
————
BATON ROUGE, La.
(AP ) — A group that
held signs and Bibles
aloft to protest a concert
by Boy George and the
Culture Club plans to
picket concerts by other
rock performers, including Neil Diamond
and Bruce Springsteen,
says the group's leader.
The protest by about
150 people Wednesday
was organized by the
Rev. David Diamond,
who said his group was
upset because a "selfprofessed drag queen"
was being allowed to
perform in the taxsupported LSU
Assembly Center.

HILLMARK -HILLMARK -HILLMARK -HILLMARK -HILLMARK •

Mole
Sattalms
Last

Cooks(
Tenderizes meats and simmers
in goal flavor Almond 3100MB
NIMES LIMITED

3I/2-Qt. Slow

MURRAY
HOME
AUTO
Chestnut St.
Murray, K y.
753.2571

Wednesday night. His ashamed of yourself,"
red hair was braided Diamond shouted to a
wears make-up, wore a and tucked under a fan entering the show
baggy coat and pants tasseled and sequined ''Wait until your
turban.
children have to grow
and a sequined dress
up in the most perverse
shirt for the show
"You ought to be generation ever."

Ohio man arrested on child porn charges
says nothing wrong with having photos
COLUMBUS, Ohio
(AP) — A Columbus
man arrested on
charges of child 'pornography says there is
nothing wrong with having nude photos of
children.
Leo Sandera, 64,
pleaded innocent Tuesday to the charges in
Franklin County
Municipal Court. He
later was freed on 000
bond.
Sanders told WTVN
radio Wednesday that if
It were wrong to possess
pornograhic pictures of
children, then "they
should close down the
stores that sells them
and there wouldn't be
any for anybody to

have." He said stores
are full of magazines
containing child
pornography.
Sanders also said he
doesn't consider young
people over age 13 to be
children.
"To me, today a teenager of 15, 16 years old is
quite more
knowledgeable than he
was 20-30 years ago, and
they're more aware of
what they're doing," he
said.
Police confiscated
more than 300 photos of
at least 50 Columbusarea children, ages 5 to
17, in sexually explicit
poses after arresting
Sandera Monday. He
was charged with a

first-degree misdemeanor under a state
law that took effect
Sept. 27, making it illegal to possess items of
child pornography.
Investigators said
Sanders, a retired
department store
employee, may have used the promise of
shelter, food and drugs
to lure teen-age
runaways into his southside home.
Sandera's arrest
followed a two-month investigation by a child
pornography task force
formed in July by Columbus police and the
Franklin County
sheriff's department.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Come In And

LAYAWAY FREE

Boy George, a British
pop star who often
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

We're Only A
Phone Call Away!
New Delivery Service
Here In Murray

1. Order By Phone
Between 8 A.M. & 1 P.M.
2. Deliveries Are Made
Between 1 P.M. & 6 P.M.
3. $15 Minimum Order
4. Nominal Service Charge
5. Shop By Phone & Receive Our
Everyday Low Prices
6. Charge Accounts With Approved Credit
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YOUR FORD DEALER'S
*
***************************************************

-Election Countdown
Salesbent.

*

***************************************************

Great deals on a lineup of new
Ford cars and trucks.

Thefront-runners.
Ford Tempo. Tempo is definitely a winner. Its spacious interior

Ford Escort. There is no debating the leadership of Ford

allows plenty of room and comfort for five. So there's no squeezing, or jamming, or crunching. Plus, the front-wheel drive Tempo
offers all-weather traction. Come in for a great deal on a real
winner.

Escort. Because Escort has been America's best-selling small car
for the last three years.t One reason is front-wheel drive—a
feature that provides good fraction and handling. Come in for a
great deal on an American leader.

America's best-selling total pickups.*
Ford F-150. The polls have this full-size Ford in the lead. It's one

Ford Ranger. Ranger is a tough competitor. It's America's small

of Ford's best-selling full-size pickups! The F-150 is built Ford tough
to get the job done. Come in and see for yourself the great deal
you can get on Ford F-150.

pickup with the big work capacity. Come in for a great deal on
America's truck—Ford Ranger.
t Based nn manufacturers' reported retail deliveries during 1982-1984 model years
•Bosed or manufacturers' reported retail deliveries for the1984 model year

Hurry,the Election Countdown Sales Event
is over November6.
FORD

PARKER FORD, INC.
701 MAIN, MURRAY
II

753-5273
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Cross Country

Calloway,
Marshals
end season
on Friday

Calloway ready for trip to state
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The trip to Lexington
is long, but the Calloway
County boys cross country team can make the
homeward trek seem
shorter if they manage
to capture the elusive
state championship on
Saturday.
The Class AA Lakers
are considered favorites
in their division this
season especially after
strong showings in both
the Covington and Lexington Catholic Invitationals this year when
they finished first
among Kentucky
schools.
CCHS Coach Dan
Thompson says his
team's chanEes are
good, but he's riat about
to put the curse on his
squad by saying they
should win it all.
"It's hard to say who
should win, but I guess if
you were going to pick
anybody to have the
best chance I guess
you'd have to pick us,"
said Thompson who is in

his first year as coach of
the Lakers.
"We've beaten
everyone who has a
chance to beat us this
year, but I'm not going
to go out on a limb and
say we'll win it for sure.
You never can tell who
might show up and have
a good day."
Thompson says his
top runner, senior Barry
Knight, is still struggling with a congestion
problem which has
plagued his performance almost the entire
season. He has run better in the past few
meets, Thompson points
out, especially after
considerable rest
beforehand
Knight came through
in prime form in the
regional meet last
weekend when his firstplace finish overall
helped his team win the
regional championship
for the fifth time and
send his squad to the
state meet for the sixth
straight year.
"If Barry does well it

will make us hard to
beat," Thompson said
about Knight who was
All-State as a junior.
The Laker coach said
his team's toughest
competition should
come from' defending
champion Fort Thomas
Highlands and possibly
Franklin County.
On the girls side of the
bracket, the Calloway
Lady Lakers, runnerup
in the regional last
week, will be making a
shot in the dark, according to Coach Sue
Outland.
"We haven't made the
big meets and invitationals like the boys
have this year so we
don't really know what
to expect," she said this
morning in a telephone
interview. "Webster
County beat us for the
regional title and I suppose they've got the best
chance to win ti-)c) ot-)fr)
We'll go up and do our
best, but I'm not sure
how we'll finish."
Outland, like Thompson, is depending on a

Knight for her team's
success — this one is
Barry's younger sister
Pam.
Pam Knight, who was
nominated for All-State
honors last year as an
eighth grader, may
stand a chance of
becoming a rarity in the
Kentucky cross country
by becoming a
freshman All-Stater.
Outland says the
possibility exists, but
Knight will have to improve over her No.15
finish from last year.
"Pam finished 15th last
year and I'd like to see
her break into the top 10
this time. She can do it if
she runs well," Outland
said.
The Lady Lakers have
also made the state run
at Lexington's Horse
Park the past six years
although they've finished runnerup in the
regional the past two
years after winning the
region three years ago.
The Calloway teams
leave for Lexington Friday morning.

Both Calloway County
and Marshall County
wrap up their respective
football seasons Friday
with the Marshals playing host and both teams
olooking for an upbeat
end to dismal
campaigns.
Calloway, 3-6, comes
off its most impressive
victory of the season
and its first win since
beating Ballard
Memorial, Sept. 7.

REGIONAL WINNERS — Calloway County's boys will be making
their
sixth trip to the state cross country meet Saturday after
winning the regional
crown last weekend. The Laker team consists of (front row,
from left) Kevin
Garland, Tim Manning, Barry Knight, Mark Charlton, Scott
Nix,(standing)
Rick Henninger, Mike Ross, Randy Sons and Coach Dan
Thompson.

LEADING EDGE PERSONAL COMPUTER

Two
Disk
Drives
256K
One Year
Warranty

IBM
Compatible
Word
Processing
MS DOS

ESSIVAKg"

$2195

Top eight of Top 20 heavy favorites this week

Thorobred Computer &
Software Systems
Olympic Plaza

753-7733

REGIONAL RUNNERUP — Cajloa ay County's Lady Lakers, second
place finishers in the regional cross country meet last week, will make the
trip to Lexington and the state meet this weekend led by freshman Pam
Knight (kneeling left). The CCHS gills team consists of (kneeling right)
Amy Ferguson, (standing, from left) Terri Lamb, Jeanetta Guerin,
Coach
Sue Outland, Connie Ross, Sherri Lamb and not pictured Lisa Henry.

Murray, Ky.

HERE IT IS MURRAY!
THE

The Associated Press
much in doubt until the
The top eight teams in final gun. That takes
The Associated Press place in Gainesville,
poll are heavy favorites Fla., where 11th-ranked
this week and thereisn't Auburn and No. 13
even a line on fourth- Florida meet for the 61st
ranked Brigham Young time.
against Texas-El Par.
These Southeastern
Apparently, the Add- Conference rivals have
smakers haven't learn- played every year since
ed that there's no such 1945 and the series has
thing as an upset in col- become more heated
lege football these days. each time. The home
But there is one game team has won each of
that figures to be very the last eight meetings,

four of the last five have
been decided by a
touchdown or less and
more often than not the
losers have come away
blaming the officials.
This will be Florida
Coach Galen Hall's first
confrontation with
Auburn since he was an
assistant at Oklahoma
and the Sooners trounced the Tigers 40-22 in the
1971 Sugar Bowl.
Hall is 4-0 since taking
over as Florida's interim head coach three
games into the season
and he says that "this
team handles off-field
distractions like so
much water off a duck's
back."
The Gators, who
never have won the SEC
championship, are
2-point favorites over
Auburn's defending
champs.
Other top-ranked
teams in action this

ii

OUTLAW
SHOWDOWN

13

Comes To The Expo Arena
It's The Big
t pull
Hot Rod'Truck -2.
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‘PL Tractor
"Me \14\16 "Me
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Easy to Oporata...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
l;;RooTmeAsnpfroy
g
hydraulic drive — buy

Corvette

MODEL your Case tractor now during our
Spring Sale and get all you can
448
18 HP get in tractor performance

eeistandong
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2000
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14P
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9.8% APR Financing
Available

OLE
INSANE

There is a Case tractor to fit
your budget.

P.
A500 VA
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111•01.0000
•
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Friday, Nov. 2-7:30 P.M.
Saturday, Nov. 3-7:30 P.M.
Sunday, Nov. 4-1:30 P.M.

Case pace of tractor'and mower
13200 00'
P•Ymenf
cash and.or
Om* tr.,
S sea
Amount to be financed.
12400 00
Number of payrnonl
ICOnSeCohye monthty,
36
Monthly payments
S 7772
Total paymentl
1277192
Finance Charge ig 9 A Pah
37992
50.114 Pa••1 800.11.11. F.q on
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weekend include:
California at No. 1
Washington; No. 2
Texas at Texas Tech;
No. 3 Nebraska at Iowa
State; Texas-El Paso at
No. 4 Brigham Young;
No. 5 South Carolina at
North Carolina State;
No. 6 Miami, Fla. at
Louisville; No. 7
Oklahoma State at Kansas State; Memphis
State at No. 8 Georgia;
No. 9 Boston College at
Penn State;
Missouri at No. 10
Oklahoma; Virginia at
No. 12 West Virginia;
No. 14 Florida State at
Arizona State;
Mississippi at No. 15
LSU; Indiana at No. 16
Ohio State; Wisconsin at
No. 17 Iowa; No. 18
Southern California at
Stanford; Texas A&M at
No. 19 Southern
Methodist; and No. 20
Texas Christian at
Houston.

Nystrom eliminates
Murray's Mel Purcell

STOCKHOLM,
Sweden — Joakim
Nystrom a Swedish tennis player, defended his
country's $315,000
Stockholm Open Scandinavian Tennis
Championships against
American Mel Purcell
by ousting the Murray,
Ky., player, 6-3, 6-3, on
Wednesday.
Purcell's loss came in
the second round.

Other Stockholm matches on Wednesday included Mats Wilander's
6-3, 6-2, win over
Michael Westphal; Vijay Amritraj of India
topped Sweden's Henrik
Sundstom; Sandy
Mayer of the U.S.
defeated Stefan Edberg,
6-2, 7-6 (7-5); and Johan
Kriek edged Thomas
Hogstedt of Sweden, 7-5,
7-6 (7-1).

MSU scrimmages Nov.9

as%

MODEL
116
16 HP

EXPO- ARENA
Don't Miss Out This Time
Ticktts Anitabis At The Arena Box Office •

Last week the Lakers
finally put it all together
In a 26-7 smashing of
Reidland which was a
game dedicated to the
team's senior members.
The home win added
fuel to the Calloway
spirit which was
revitalized with a surprisingly tough showing
against Paducah
Tilghman three weeks
ago.
Sam Harp and his
squad will be looking to
catch the Marshals in a
downswing Friday after
the Big Orange took a
resounding, 28-7,
beating at the hands of
Trigg County last week
and a 24-8 loss to Christian County the week
before that
Trigg's Al Baker had
the best game of his
high school career
against the Marshals,
gaining 306 yards on 23
carries and scoring on
runs of 10-, 76-, 62:4 and
23-yards although the
23-yarder was nullified
by a penalty.
The Marshals, 4-5,
have not won since Oct.5
when they beat
Owensboro Apollo, 14-7,
in overtime.
Friday's game which
marks the second football meeting between
the two schools, kicks
off at 7:30 p.m. Last
year in the schools' first
meeting, Marshall
County won, 12-7.

1111,
1

1•I141

'
(ICE
III„Nr,

McKee! Equipment Co.
•ems( A,,

re•trho
rsa DO*7
nsa.• It
441•110

Racer basketball will tip off the night's achave an orange tint in tivities at 6:30 p.m. and
the preseason opener as at 7:40 the men will take
.Murray State will play the floor.
two intersquad scrimAdmissiou is $1 for
mages at Marshall -adults, $.50 for children
County High School, with the proceeds
benefitting the Marshall
Nov. 9.
The Lady Racers will County Backboard Club.
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Estimated one-third of college athletes contact agents
The Associated Press
If as many as a third
of premier college
athletes, especially football players, sign contracts with agents
before the NCAAallowed deadline — as
one prominent agent
claims — the questions
become "Why?" and
"What can be done?"
"Nowadays, the kids
don't get anything,"
Tennessee football
Coach Johnny Majors
said. "It's not fair,
because some of them
come from homes
where the parents can't
afford to send them
money."
Majors is one of many
coaches and athletic
directors who support
the idea of paying the

Agents:
A growing
college
concern
athletes up front, giving
them perhaps $50 a
month or maybe $1,000 a
year to cover incidental
costs.
"I think that's a
possibility," Don
James, coach of No.
1-ranked Washington,
said. "I'd like to see the
players get a little bit
more. They do so much
for their universities.
"There are problems
involved here, though.

Can an athletic department afford $50 a month
for all college football
and basketball players?
Can an athletic department afford that
amount for all its
athletes, both men and
women? It probably
can't. So the key question would be: Is it (the
money) going to be just
for football?"
In early 1983,
Heisman Trophy winner

Herschel Walker left
Georgia a year early
and signed a
multimillion-dollar contract with the New
Jersey Generals of the
United States Football
League after compromising his college
eligibility by retaining
an agent.
After losing Walker,
Georgia Coach Vince
Dooley said one of the
problems was created
by the NCAA itself when
it changed its rules
several years ago to halt
schools from providing
spending money and
part-time jobs to
athletes.
"Some of these
fellows have no way of
earning any money,"
Dooley said. "They

grown enormously," football players. And like an awfully large
says Steinberg, who that has drawn new number," said Jack
adds that he has never agents into the field. Davis of Oregon State
signed an athlete with Now there are more University, who also is
eligibility remaining. agents than there are secretary-treasurer of
"The creation of the football players."
the NCAA. "But that's
United States Football
Many say Steinberg's not to infer that we
believe there isn't a
In the last month, League means there are estimate is too high.
more jobs for college
"One-third sounds problem."
Jerry Robinson and
AlltEr
Mike Quick of the '3
Philadelphia Eagles
and 1983 Heisman
Trophy winner Mike
Rozier have admitted
violating NCAA rules by
signing with agents during their senior seasons.
Leigh Steinberg, one
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
of the leading agents, is
the one who says oneYOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
third of the top collegians sign with agents
before the NCAA
901 SYCAMORE
753-8355
LINDY SU1TER
deadline.
A
'The competition
level among agents has

can't have part-time
jobs (during the'school
year), and if they need
to go to school in the
summer, they can't
work in the summer."

SCOREBOARD

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

National Basketball Association

Kentucky cage program 'struggling'

Hall moans about teaching basketball'basics
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Every day,
Kentucky's basketball
fortunes look a little
gloomier to Coach Joe
B. Hall. Going into his
13th season here, Hall is
for the first time predicting a "struggle" (oar his
Wildcats to have a winning record.
Inexperience and ill
health are at the root of
the problem that has
Hall "bordering on
panic."
"We're struggling
right now," Hall said.
"We'll struggle to have
a winning season, and I
don't like that."
With Richard
Madison and Winston
Bennett sidelined by
surgeries but the season
only weeks off, Hall can
muster only 10 healthy
bodies for workouts
nowadays. And with
four of the five starters
who took Kentucky to
the Final Four last
season having
graduated, Hall finds
himself teaching things
most Wildcats know

long before college.
''We are without
seven men we had last
year," he said with a
sigh. "One of our
freshman signees (Gunther Behnke of West
Germany) never showed up, another is out
with a foot injury and
one of our returning
sophomores is recovering from knee surgery.
That forces us into startigg two seniors who
have had very little experience. No wonder
I'm bordering on
panic."
Things really got
crazy Tuesday, when
assistant coach Lake
Kelly went down with a
pulled calf muscle.
"Be careful, you
might sprain your
wrist," Hall later cautioned a note-taking
reporter.
The coach traces his
ills to the August defection of Behnke, the
7-foot-4 German who
came to Lexington to
begin classes, but soon
headed home with

unspecified personal
problems.
"His coming kept us
from recruiting another
big man, and when he
left, it left a void," Hall
said. "We had counted
on continuing our offensive and defensive
philosophy of the last
four years — feeding it
to the big men on offense, blocking shots on
defense.
"Now, all that's been
changed," he continued.
"Behnke's leaving has
changed the role of
every player on the
team. Now we're going
to have to have a lot
more offense and
defense out of our
perimeter people. Our

SEC may punish Florida, too
By The Associated Press
ATLANTA — The
Southeastern Conference
executive committee is
expected to vote Monday
to rule the University of
Florida ineligible to win
this season's SEC football championship or to
play in the Sugar Bowl
because of an NCAA investigation's findings,
according to published
reports.
"Under
the
circumstances, how in the
world could Florida be
voted the right to remain

eligible for the championship and represent
the conference in the
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Sugar Bowl?" The Atlanta Constitution quoted a
committee member as
saying
in
today's
editions.
"They
broke the
rules," said the committee member who asked
that his name not be
published. "They're guilty. And I think people
will look to the conference to do something
about it. And I believe
that Mr. (Florida President Marshall) Criser
wants to do the right
thing.
"Nobody said a vote
would be taken, but I
think the conference will
make
its
position
perfectly clear," the
committee
member
said. "The SEC will have
to take a position. Mr.
Criser wants the conference to make a statement. I don't think he's
afraid to take a position,
but he wants to feel out
the SEC's position."
The committee is expected to meet Monday
in Birmingham, Ala.
Under National Collegiate Athletic Association rules, Florida has 15
days to appeal.
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Wednesday's Games
Boston 116, New Jersey 105
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Milwaukee 105, Washington 79
Thursday's Games
Detroit at Atlanta
Houston at Kansas City
Portland at Phoenix
Chicago at Denver
New York at L.A Clippers
San Antonio at Golden State
L.A. Lakers at Seattle
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Detroit at Boston
Dallas at Philadelphia
Milwaukee at Washington
Indiana at Cleveland
Seattle vs Utah at Las Nevis
San Antonio at L.A Lakers
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United States Football League
the Stars and University of Maryland officials
had reached an agree.
ment under which the
Stars will play in Byrd
Stadium in College
Park, Md., next spring.

National Hockey League

MSU men's netters
defeat Austin Peay
CLARKSVILLE,
Tenn. — Four singles
victories and a win by
the No.3 doubles team
assured Murray State's
men of a 5-4 tennis victory over host Austin
Peay Wednesday.
Murray won the top
three singles matches
with Tony Wretlund
blasting Myles VanUrk,
6-1, 6-0; Joe Carter held
off a strong Henrick
Peterson, 6-4, 1-6, 7-5;
and Jens Bergrahm
whipped Chip Henry,
6-1, 6-0.
Paul Austin and John
Brunner both lost at
Nos. 4 and 5, but Bord
Gunderson came
through with a three-set
victory over Curt Lancaster, 2-6, 6-2, 6-2, to

pcit.
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3 1
750 —
Chicago
season, is back. So is
Milwaukee
2 1
.687
4
1
2 .333 14
Atlanta
James Blackmon, who
Detroit
I
2 .333 14
seems to be more comIndiana
0 2 .000 2
Cleveland
0 3 .000 204
fortable at the off-guard
position.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Bennett, who impressMidwest Division
ed with his brash, agHouston
2 0 1.000 —
San
Antonio
2 0 1.500 —
gressive play at forward
1
Dallas
2 2 .500
last year, had figured to
Denver
1
1
1
.500
Utah
1
2
.333 14
start but now is out for
Kansas City
0 1 .000 2
six weeks after arthroscopic surgery on
his knee. Madison will
miss another week or so
.
after having a benign ' PHILADELPHIA' their moire-TO aryland
(AP) — The United beginnin in e
.it
.
growth removed from
States Football League of 1985.
his foot.
champion Philadelphia
_ -.
But with Indiana,
Stars scheduled a news
Randy Ij.4ffman.
Louisville, Kansas,
ciate
conference Thursday Maryland
Southern Methodist and
condire
Baltimore
athletic
morning
in
North Carolina State on
ay that
to officially announce firmed Wedn
the schedule in
December alone, Hall is
more than concerned.
"It doesn't make me
National Hockey League
feel good mentally," he
Edmonton
WALES CONFERENCE
said.
Calgary
Patrick Division

give the Racers the advantage going into the
doubles.
There the Governors
stood tough winning
both No.1 and No.2 as
Carter-Bergrahm lost
6-4, 6-2; and WretlundBrunner lost in three
sets, 7-5, 4-6, 7-5.
Making the difference
for Murray was the No.3
team of Austin and Alan
Farmer. The Racer duo
toppled VanUrkLancaster, 6-4, 6-0, to
improve Murray's fall
season record to 8-4.
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901 S. SYCAMORE
I

TAYLOR'S

CORRAL

Friday the Racers
travel to the University
of Tennessee-Martin
and Tuesday they wrap
up their fall season by
hosting Austin Peay.

1007 ROB
P
IMO 11
11

New Shipment of

Men's 501 Jeans
& Levi's Cords
Several Colors To
Choose From

That's It Levi'
70$-6$82

:

„—
Granny's S mmer Kitchen)
Hwy. 68

354-6336

Brilliant Buy

1969 Chevy Pickup $749.00
1976 Ford Courier Pickup With Topper $1,077.00
1978 Chevy Monza $1,500.00
1970 Chevy Nova $775.00
877 - $1,677
1974 Chevy Pickup With Topper $1;
1975 Dodge Ramcharger 4x4 $1,500.00
1979 Chevy Nova 4 dr. $1,900TOT- $1,500.00
1972 Buick Electra $877
1975 Chevy Nova $777
1974 Chevy Monte Carlo $1,377
1976 Ford Van $1,900
1976 GMC Pickup With Topper $1,977

ARTCAI*ED SILAI)I
H.S. CLASS RINGS
Every ring is backed by
the ArtCarved Full Life-

r

time Warranty. This offer
expires November 30,1984
and is to he used only for
the purchase of ArtCarved
Siladium• high school
class,rings.
PLUS up to $3t1 worth of
custom features FREE!

Breakfast 7 am-11

Tow,Its

/
Open
Thanksgiving /
Day
pm
am-5
11

.NPAL
z

Easy
Terms

Specialties*:

74.95

Lake Catfish
Chicken
Chicken and Dumplings
Much Morel,

Ky.

Fried

wins

ARTQ1RVED
CLASS RINGS

Cook's Jewelers

Granny's Summer Kitchen
Hwy. 68 Between Aurora & Jonathon
Creek
took Now for
Christmas se

Central Shopping(-enter

'Murray, Ky.

Financing
Available

W inter Schedule
p.m.
at. & Sun. 7 am-9 p
Friday 4-9

M $
DMA

'• repair all •e
end also carry
mobile horns parts

•Reel Sods*
*Weir Nesters
* Anti- Frissirsisca

guard play, which I had
considered a team weak
spot, is now our strength
by default.
"Behnke was the key
to us becoming a
contender."
Tuesday's workout
found the veteran college coach teaching his
players how to pivot.
"I can't remember
the last time I did that,"
Hall admitted. "The
other day in practice,
we had a freshman
catch the ball down
deep,-pivot and fall over
his feet. In 29 years of
coaching, I've never
had a situation like this.
I've never had so many
inexperienced players
coming back."
Sam Bowie, Melvin
Turpin, Jim Master and
Dicky Beal may be
gone, but junior Kenny

W L

Phoenix
Portland
L. A Clippers
L A Lakers
Seattle
Golden State

1979 Ford Pickup $1,977
1978 Dodge Van $1,077

THIS 10

gr.

Pacific Division

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

We Cat•rl

753-1606

-4-81P‘"_-- "Thy-Ifir

Parties

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753.2617

641 S. Murray

•

•
•
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Marshall Co. (4-5) hosts Calloway Co. (3-6)

Support The Merchants That
Support The Lakers
Meet
Ann Roberso
of the
Home Team

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

IN
24 HOUR

See Ann For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

YOUR AUTHORIZID SALES AGENT FOO

XEROX MEMORYWRITERS

r

YOli "-MR
24 ..oUR WRECKER SERVICE

Ann Roberson

Residence

Office

753-3343

753-1222

Tins
Sewn*:
Aoresores

.

I

753-9132
No.kh
153-0)4 rains

McCLARD'S SHELL

IN
CALL FOR MU 0.400144TRATK.

XBROX.

753-0123

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

This is VIENNA—
vou coola waltz all night
this beautiful
high heel
scolptored pornrp ,
The
s4e

line drigoed
whole new dimension of
fashion e.cifememt

Murray
Electric
System
401 011ve

753-5321

Murray

753-0045

D&W Auto
Supply Inc.
*Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
*Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Artcraft
Photography
New Location:
Bel Air Center
753-0035

• eddkvs
•Portraits-Studio and
Environmental Settings
•Custom Framing
•One-Day Film Processing

Jim Rice, Photographer 40/fitti\,,

GO CALLOWA Y!
Try Our Wide Variety
Of Delicious Seafood
Dinners!
*Frog Legs
*Oysters
*Clams

THE

*Shrimp
'Ky. lake Catfish
*Ocean Boneless Fiddlers
Mon.-Thurs. 6-2
Fr1.-Sat. 6-9
Sun. 7-2
Hazel 492-8195

Southern State

(The most occurate wheel alignment available
•Comptnemed wheel boloneing

AUTO
HOME
•

All mew

753-2900
1914 Coldwater Road

753-4563

MICHELIWInfro Red Wheel Alignment

COVIATIT@

Television
Headquarters

Aulheetsed
Saes Saes
RPM

Twin Lakes Office
Products
512 Main Street
1-800-592-3499

90-Says
Stop By
Before The
Game For
a Real
Meal

MURRAY,KY.

Your

The new standard in electronic Ftl•FATROTF
•Come sae our foe selection of Xerox
MenArpT,Se,
:44,...vestrtd
demonstratr
.
roof:mono
upgradebdisy
•
ge
ne
s U Financog•Tracie-an ailowafiC•

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE

OPREALTY
IUD

SOUTHSIDE MANOR

Good Luck Lakers!
FrOm Tucker T.V.

ainisAMC•Jeep-Renault
Hwy.641 N. Murray
753-6448

State Autos already
low premiums can be
reduced even more by
insuring both your car
and home with the State
Auto Companies.

Purdocn,
Thurman
& McNutt
Dan McNutt

Southeicle
Court Sq

753-4451

Let us tell you just
111,Stat• Aisle
how much your savings lossereacas
CamPotties
can be.

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS1
'Bulk Feed & Fertilizer
'Bulk Seed
'Farm and Garden Supplies
•Horso care products and
'Nordic tack-line
Industrial Rd. - Murray 753-1423

a•.1s•rw,

Stroup...
(Cont'd from page 1)
cuts In April but Stroup asked
for a postponement until the fall
The cuts would take effect Jan.

1

In the spring, the plan considered by regents called for
contributions for family
coverage. Because of reduced
claims so far this year and the
slim 2 percent salary raise
received by employees, the noncontributory feature is being

Sisk...
(Cont'd from page 1)
publicity she has received since
the award, Sisk still maintains
that she earned it due to "luck."
"I'm familiar with other
teachers across the state who
are doing the same things as I
am," said Sisk. "I realize
students won't remember the
things they learn here so I just
try to get them to think instead
of just learning facts."
As a science teacher at
Calloway County High School,
Sisk has earned the respect and
admiration of her students, as
Kelli Burkeen, a sophomore, explains: "her methods of
teaching don't limit your
thoughts to the four walls of the
classroom, but they let you expand them to a higher level."
"She goes beyond the textbook...she makes it enjoyable,
even if you don't like it
(science)," said Anne Marie
Hoke, another sophomore who
readily admitted not liking
science but does like Sisk's
class. Hoke also admitted to
feeling somewhat guilty
sometimes wham she is out "having fun" and drives by school
and sees her science teacher's
light still burning at night.
It is that dedication which
earned Sisk a presidential
teaching excellence award, in
addition to a list of other awards
such as Teacher of the Year
(1971), a Governor's Award
(1971), Outstanding Biology
Teacher (1983), Outstanding
Teacher of Calloway County
High School (1984) and Outstanding High School Science
Teacher (1984).
Sisk admitted that when she
began college at the University
of Oklahoma at Norman she had
absolutely no intention of
teaching as a career, but when

kept for now, Stroup says.
The Faculty Senate has
challenged the premise that cuts
are necessitated by lack of
funds, and faculty have complained that they and staff are
bearing the brunt of cutbacks
while expenditures are being
made for "things," such as the
Boy Scout museum, artificial
football turf and the Wickliffe
Mounds. The senate, as well as
the Insurance and Benefits Committee, has asked regents to look
for other areas in which cuts
could be made
she graduated with a B.S.
degree in Plant Science there
wasn't much else available.
Since graduating with a B.S.
degree, she has gone on to earn
an M.S. degree and has also accumulated 30 hours of post
•
graduate work at MSU.
Since entering the teaching
profession, Sisk has devoted
much of her life to continuing
her education in those fields
which would benefit herself and
her students as a teacher. She
has enrolled in more than 12
courses and seminars, since
1975, dealing with education.
In addition to benefiting her
students in the classroom
through her teaching expertise,
Sisk will also enrich her
students' education with the ad-

'Stroup said budgets have
already been trimmed in
several areas, that other areas
of expense are "under review"
and that certain programs have
been told they must become selfsupporting. She also said projects such as the museum and
Wickliffe Mounds have "strong
advocates" on campus. She said
she questioned the university's
support of the Boy Scout
museum when she came, but
that "The only response I got, in
droves, was that I couldn't do
that."
dition of science equipment,
awarded to the school by private
sectors who support the awards
program. The award also carries with it a $5,000 grant from
the National Science Foundation, which will reportedly be used over a two-year period to
"supplement but not replace
other resources for use in improving its (Calloway County
High School) science or
mathematics program.
In speaking of the award, all
its prestige and what it has
meant to her, Sisk modestly
credited a "very supportive
school board, administration
and the Murray State University
faculty" and their responsiveness to the needs of the
school's science department.

Second meeting slated tonight
to plan Nov. 15 schools forum
In seeking support of state and
local education reforms, Mary
Jane Littleton is organizing support for an Open Forum scheduled for November 15. The forum
will center around a KET broadcast featuring Governor Martha
Layne Collins, Kentucky Schools
Superintendent 'ice McDonald
and Edward F. Prichard, of he
Prichard Committee on
Education.
Littleton, who attended an informational meeting Tuesday at
the Barkeley Lodge, has
scheduled a meeting for tonight.
The meeting will be the second
organizational meeting in an effort to generate support and
determine a tentative agenda
for the November 15 Open
Forum.
An earlier meeting, held October 15 in the Murray-Calloway
County Library, was attended
by approximately 30 local people, representing local schools,
clubs and organizations. Initial
plans were discussed at the

meeting, with the Murray Middle School Auditorium selected
as the site for the Open Forum to
be held, with a large screen
television to be used for the KET
broadcast.
Littleton is openly optimistic
about having a large and
representative crowd present,
but admitted that there are still
some groups and individuals
who have not been contacted or
have no plans to attend the
"grassroots brainstorming
session."
For more information on the
meeting or the November 15
Open Forum, contact Littleton
at 753-5523.
Correction
A photograph in the Monday
edition of the Murray Ledger
and Times incorrectly identified
a participant in the Bicycle
Rodeo Saturday as Andy
McKeel, when in fact the sixyear-old cyclist was Hilary
Shroat.

At.IPI.X41•104.1%. 1. 11064

Another criticism from some
faculty has been that MSUIa
devoting an ever smaller proportion of its budget to expenses.

As auxiliary services have increased and as the university
has become more complex, the
budget percentages of other ex-

Stroup said there is a
"misperception" about MSU's
level of support for instruction.

penses have gone down, she
said.
For instance, auxiliary ser-

rAtst. 11

vices, which include housing and
dining, account for about $411
million of the budget, she said.
MSU has the largest proportion
of students in residence halls of
any state university, and its services at the Curris Center are
"very aggressive," she said.

KENTUCKY OAKS MALL

Interstate 24 & U.S. 60 West—Paducah, Ky.

Arts lit Crafts
Show
Thursday-Sunday
Nov. 1-4
Open Daily 10:00-9:30 & Sunday 12:30-5:30

It's Pre-Holiday Savings Time!
Smart Santas Shop Early, So
Come in Now for 17% to 40% Cuts

ache lhaek
SUPER
ELECTRONICS
Lowest Price Ever! Save'20
On Our Color Computer 2
There'll Never
Be a Better
Time to Get
Into Computing!

119.95

re 8-Color Graphics Sound Effects
•Typewriter-Style Keyboard•Expandable

71./ not
Included

Create vivid color graphics with sound effects and music. Or use our instant-loading
Program Paks to set up home budgets, help
children's reading and math skills, and play
games. Programs in BASIC. Includes manuals. Attaches easily to any color TV. #26-3134

5-Band 8-Channel Scanner

Color Graphics Printer

PRO-54 by Realistic®

Murray Datsun-Chrysler-Dodge

Save $30

CGP-115 by Radio Shack

Save $80

11995

USE YOUR

Reg. 119.95
A

'A

Hear police, fire, weather and more on VHFHam, VHF-Hi/Lo. Automatically locks on active channel, resumes scanning after
transmission. Squelch control. #20-123

CHRYSLER
INF

Crystals extra

Car Stereo Equalizer/
Booster By Realistic

3-Channel, 1-Watt
CB Walkie-Talkie
TRC-86 by Realistic

Reg.39.95
Keep in touch when fishing,
hiking or on the job. Includes channel 14 crystals—add
crystals for up to two more
channels. Squelch and volume controls. #21-1608

S14,205*
Traditional full-size luxury, riding comfort and styling
make Fifth Avenue an automobile you can't afford to
overlook. When it comes to standard iiikurY
features, few can offer you more for the money than
Fifth Avenue.

Feature for feature, Chrysler Fifth Avenue more than
stands up to Olds 98 and Buick Electra And for less,
based on a comparison of sticker prices of
comparably equipped '84 models. Inspect Fifth
Avenue soon.

Batteries extra

One-Piece 10-Number
Dialer-Fone Cut '10

AM/FM Cassette Player
Miniset1e-12
by Realistic

On-the-go entertainment! Records "live" or
off-the-air with auto-level. Listen as you record with variable monitor. Sleep switch for
dozing off to music. #14-1012 Batteries extra

AM/FM Clock Radio

Save
93

Backup battery extra

Popular Flavoradios®
By Realistic

24% Off

5

Reg.
33"1995
29.95
_4Ig

b

CHECK OUT OUR '85s: BRINGING DRIVING ALIVE
FOR MURRAY

6,1II
.• 0

Two-button dialirig of oftenused numbers. Touch-redial
of last number ,manually
called. Pulse dial. White,
#43-507. Brown, #43-508
FCC registered Not tor coin or party lines

Chronomatie-230 by Realistic

3495
Reg.
47.95
Battery backup runs clock/alarm, without display, if power fails. Wake to radio or alarm,
tap snooze button for a few extra minutes
rest. 0.9" LED display. #12-1537

ET-130 by Radio Shack

QUALITY BACKED BY A 5 YEAR/50,000 MILE PROTECTION PLAN.
miles. Deductible applies. Excludes leases. Dealer
These limited warranties cover overtrain and
has details
outer body rust-through for 5 yeaM or 50,000
*Manufacturers suggested retail price of base vehicle excluding title taxes and destination charges Other higher priced
available Dealer prices may vary Aluminum mad wheels shown, a $244.00 option

Ideal for using with any of our computers!
Produces sharp graphics and alphanumerics
in red, green, blue, black. Includes easy-toreplace ink cartridges. #26-1192

Reg.59.95
Save $20 and improve your autosound!
Seven slide-action controls boost/cut response up to 12 dB. 40 watts bring out fullrange sound. LED power meters. #12-1862

FIFTH AVENUE: IT JUST MAY BE
AMERICA'S BEST LUXURY CAR VAUJE.

COTILIRE

38% Off

AVENUE

UJXURY FOR LESS(THAN TOP DOLLAR).

Reg.199.95

Orange,
Blueberry
& StreWb•rry

99 Reg.
Each 7.88
Add fun to your
AM listening with
one of these colorful radios. Includes wrist strap
and earphone
#12-166 Battery extra

4111
taal
1)f
Ptyrnouth

Murray Datsun-Chrylser-Dodge
604 S. 12th

753-7114

Check Your Phone Book for the Illadte/bask Store or Dealer Nearest You
CHARGE IT
PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
(MOST STORES) 11167,-- -A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Galina is•sfarnce mar% of Citicorp
0141111.fflwa.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

q)ealt)

By Abigail

66:y

Van Buren

Hosts Lured by Fishing
Trip Were Out of Line
DEAR ABBY:"Hurt Parents'' said
that every summer they travel a
long distance to spend 10 days with
their son and his family, and while
they were there last summer, their
hosts let the painters come in, which
ruined the parents' vacation. I think
I can top that.
Every other summer, my husband
and I drive 1,500 miles to visit his
parents.
Last summer, after four days, our
in-laws informed us that they were
leaving the next day to go fishing
with friends! They said they were
sure there were other places we
would like to see, and they were
giving us the opportunity to see
them.
I was flabbergasted. Since we had
no other plans, and couldn't afford
to stay in motels and eat every meal
out for the remaining six days, we
came home.
Sharing a house with painters
would have been a pleasure compared to what happened to us. Now,
what do you think of that?
LAST TRIP HOME
DEAR LAST TRIP: I think
you were treated shabbily. When
I sided with "Hurt Parents," a
surprising number of readers
protested, saying, "Ten days is
too long. Perhaps the son and
daughter-in-law were trying to
tell them that after three days,
fish and houseguests begin to
stink."
•• *

•* •

DEAR ABBY: This is in defense
of "The Eldest," who wanted to
exclude the family black sheep from
her parents' 50th wedding anniversary.(The black sheep was a hooker,
and "The Eldest" was afraid she'd
hustle men at the party.) "The Eldest" asked her minister and he said,
"Invite her. 'I' stands in the middle
of pride."
We have one like that in our
family. There are nine of us, and No.
8 has always been the source of
untold grief to our parents. They
always forgave her and helped her
out of jams, and in return she is
absolutely ruining what should be
their "golden years."
No.8 has been arrested for prostitution, shoplifting, falsifying prescriptions, credit card theft and forgery. She's unable to support herself,
so my parents remodeled their basement into a nice apartment for her.
She shows her appreciation by dragging home bums and bikers she
meets in taverns and letting them
spend the night. We all live in terror
that one of these hoodlums will go
upstairs and harm our parents.
Recently when another sister was
married, she asked our minister if
she should exclude No. 8, and the
minister said, "Leave her out; we
have one of those in our family, too,
so I know how you feel."
So, if "I" stands in the middle of
"pride," I'd like to point out that
"U"stands in the middle of"stupid."
And it's just plain stupid to let one"
black sheep spoil everything.
BEEN THERE

DEAR ABBY: I just received a
*
chain letter with instructions to
make five copies and mail it to five
of my friends. It says if I break the
(Every teen-ager should know
chain, "something" will happen to the truth about drugs, sex and
me.
how to be happy. For Abby's
What will happen if I don't follow booklet, also available in Spanthe instructions?
ish,send your name and address
CLARENCE clearly printed with a check or
money order for $2.50 (this inDEAR CLARENCE: You will cludes postage) to: Abby, Teen
save a dollar on postage and a Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollylot of time.
wood, Calif. 90038.)

1

Legal

CITY of Murray
Sanitation Department,
201 Andrus Drive,
Murray. Kentucky
42071, has made application for the
modification to their
existing residential
landfill permit 1018.03
with the division of
Waste Management.
Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet The proposed
site is located approximately 1 mile
northwest of the Ky. 121
and Brady Road intersection. The facility will
use a combination of
progressive trench and
area fill methods to
bury garbage on a 40
acre site. The waste will
be covered with six (6)
inches of soil at the end
of each working day.
This site will be
operated in accordance
with the Kentucky solid
waste regulations. Any
person who may be
aggrieved by the issuance of a permit for this
proposed waste disposal
site or facility may file
with the cabinet a
petition which sets forth
the grounds of the
objection and demand a
hearing pursuant to
KRS 224.081 12 1. A
petition may be sent to
the division of waste
management, 18 Reilly
Road, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

NOTIC OF PUBLIC
SALE. By order of the
Secured Party, the
following property of
Carl T. Brown will be
offered at public sale at
Trucks, Trailers, Buses
Inc. Rt. 4 Box 57,
Murray, Ky. on Nov.
9th, 1984 at 10:30a.m.
Item to be sold is 1981
International COF 9670
tractor. cerial no. 1HTL
25275 BGA 15656. Inspection may be arranged by appointment.
Cash sales only. Inquiries may be made of
the ASSOCIATION
COMMERCIAL CORP.
branch manager at 1427
Thomas Dr., Cape
Girardeau, Mo. Telephone (314) 334-7135.

2

2

Notice

WANTED
50 people who
sincerely want to
lose weight. Call
Shelly. 762-2308

Happy
Anniversary
Iorn & Dad
Lore. Deidra

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759.4444
Children's Tape
759.4445

GLIDDEN Spread wall
paint $7.49 per gallon
for white & stock colors.
Over 1000 custom colors
available at a small
extra charge Get at
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 s. 4th St.
Murray.

STORM windows,
storm door and patio
door glass replaced
Glass shelves and
mirrors cut to size and
shape Auto glass, window glass and plate
glass replaced. Also,
install store fronts, fix
store front door, store
fixtures made to spec.
M&G Complete Glass.
Dixieland Center Ph.
753-0180.

WELCOME
W the opening M

Goodman's
Art Shack
9:00 A.M.,
Nov. 3, 1984
On Tom
Taylor Road
See the beautiful
Oil Paintings before
do
you
your
Christmas Shopping. Reasonable
Prices. Register for
Free
Gift.
753-3473

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Bob's Fish
Market

NANO' made clothes for
cabbage patch dolls, on
display West Ky. Satellite office. Taking
Christmas orders now.
753-7576.
MAKE your own
Christmas gifts. Kentucky Paradise Ceramics, 641 south 2 miles.
Call 753-6953. Hours
10-5. evenings by
appointment.

Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Ky. Lake
Catfish
759-1109
Now $1.60 Lb.

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry MI be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

Do you have:
A Weight Problem?
Diabetes?
HigiiBlood Pressure?
We have an answer!
Call 753-7863

We Accept
Food Stamps

Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

OKAY MEN THIS LOOKS
LIKE A 6000 SPOT

JUST MAKE SURE THAT
YOU PITCH YOUR TENTS
IN A PLACE WHERE
YOU'LL FEEL SAFE ..

WETAKETHECAKE

C 41/*

1A1-1C/ME,
AUNT FRITZI !

Oft
IMCNIM

damaged doors, $5.00
and up. Mid -South
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.
STOREWIDE 1/2 price
sale, Thur., Fri. & Sat.
Nov. lst-3rd. Encore
Clothing Shop, 204 E.
Broadway, Mayfield,
Ky. 42066

REMEN\BF-R NANCY-NO HALLOWEEN
CANDY UNTIL AFTER
DINNER!

4141

5

Lost and

Want to Buy

SINGLE phase air
compressor, 60 gal.
tank or bigger. Call
753-9400.
SMALL mobile home,
10 or 12 feet wide. Call
753-8216 before 8a.m., at
noon or after 5p.m.

15. Articles for Sale
BLANDEX, $4.95.
1/4
Great for utility rooms,
patio ceilings, etc. MidSouth Wholesale; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552

OFFICE
FURNITURE

Found

C 111•4 un••• Fon.Sc...

6. Help Wanted
014,CAME ON, WHAT
DO PEOPLE SAY WHEN
THEY MEET YOU?

9. Situation Wanted
POSTITION wanted:
11/2 years experience
in receptionist and
general office.work
(typing, filing, and
working with public (
Call 489-2604.
RAKE yard cheap. Call
754419 or 762.2513.
rSPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit babies
& small children in her
home Have references.
Call 759-1692.
WILL do babysitting in
my home. Call 759-1019.
WILL do house cleaning
weekdays. Call 1-3548364.
WILL w17,75-75731771
1 n
my home. Monday Saturday. Call 753-0997.

14

POUND, Australian
sheep dog, at Coach Estates. Call 753-0950.
LOST heavy gold chain
with a diamond on it.
Reward. Call 753-4616 or
753-13213

gala

Help Wanted

BODY shop repair person
Must have experience, management
ability & own tools.
Great benefits. We are
interested in someone
who has a career in
mind. Apply in person
Gary Hughes at
to
Chuck Mullen Olds. 1101
Broadway, Paducah,
Ky.
MATURE person to
keep infant & do light
house keeping in my
home. Send reiume
with three references to
P.O. Box 627 Murray,
Ky. 42071.
PART-time help wanted
in local retail store.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040G.
PROCESS MAIL. $7500
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41,
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
33495.
WANTED: House
keeper 2-3 day per
week. Must be efficient,
reliable. Some babysitting. Send name, address, phone number,
days available, & salary
requirements to P.O.
Box 1040-A Murray, Ky

10. Business Opportunity

DON'T
FORGET
TO VOTE
November 6
1984

Nrix-715rner
-7F7TifillY

r.is.Syndic.* Inc

6

'TRY the New Avon
earnings opportunity
and earn 8250-1500
weekly. Call 753-0232
anytime. For SERVICE
too

CABBAGE patch doll
collector prints Order
now, supply limited.
Framers Gallery.
Dixieland Center. Call
753-0077.

Balloon
Bouquets,
Gorilla-Grams, Fruit
Baskets & Cakes. Free
Delivery. VISA & M.C.
753-9280
//-,

Notice

TRACTOR trailer
drivers. Experience not
neccessary. For information call 1-919.2291125, 9 am• 7pm.
Mon.-Fri.

Upgrade or expand your
office with quality used
but very nice office inventory from CRYTS.
See Bill or Sandra Cryts
or associate Ralph
Hughes.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302
8-5 Mon.-Sat.
GAS cook stove, 30'
wide IS 24" deep. Best
offer Call 4928931.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

CneAUresdrestureSyriarrrvinc

I FOLJNP
A NEW
GROCERY
STORE
TOPAY
OTTO

IT OAS

EVERYTHING

Lk
(.116uFX

voutz

LISA DOESN'T LIKE hkE
SEEING TERRY S).
-

HOMEWORK

I GUESS I
SHOULD'VE
ASKED CAD

1 Disconnected
6 Slides
11 Dirtied
12 Helping
14 Contain
15 Fiber plant
17 Teutonic deity
18 Possessive
pronoun
19 Frequently
20 Diocese
21 Concerning
22 Assumed name
23 Dimensions
24 Recreation
vehicle
26 Kind of cloth
27 Merry
28 Tolled

29 Drills
31 Bookkeeper's
records
34 Imitated
35 Challenges
36 Printer's
measure
37 Female ruff
38 "Lucky''
number
39 Insect
40 Either's partner
41 Dinner course
42 Formal dance
43 Inborn
45 Egg dish
47 Painful spots
48 Took one's part
DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle

g T
JDOR
II A
HI
°
MEMO BUMMO
UDOOM OMM
OM ODU UO0
0 BOO OMB
OM
m Rod imu m
OU MOM MOO
00 D
MOO MOO
MDM UOGIOU
OMOUO0 MOODO
MO MOOG MO
00 UROOD 00
MO

MO ORO

2 Lubricates
3 Ancient
4 Compass point
5 Profited morally

1 Pilferer
10

NUMBER
NUMBER 54X„60 UP
FIVE,,WHAT
AND SEE WHAT
NAPPENEP
NUMBER FIVE I6
TO THE 4A5KED
DOING.WE CAN'T
MAN AND 006?
HAVE ANY
REPORT!
SLIP-UPS.
Os/ER!

0

6 Surfeits
7 Large oven
8 Cyprinoid fish
9 Roman gods
10 Violent
expiration
of breath
11 Blouse
13 Unskilled
16 Heavenly body
19 Spanish pots
20 Scorch
22 Was II
23 Warbles
25 Concur
26 Burdened
28 Altar screen
29 Nobierrian
30 Musical dramas
31 Volcanic
emanation
32 Walked
unsteadily
33 Small fish
35 Erases printing
38 Rescue
39 Bundle
41 Title of respect
42 Article of
furniture
44 As far as
46 Roman 100 1

15. Articles lor Sale
Polyethylene Tarpaulins. All sizes.
Largest 25'x40'.
Ideal for boat
cover,
camper
cover, farm equip.
covers.
HAPPY HOLIDAY
TRAVEL
Out 1/2 mi. 94 East
753.6116

#2 SHINGLES, S16.95 sq.
1/2" .CD plywood,
86 50. Mid South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 6-42-2552.
BROYHILL couch &
chair, Berkline
Wallhugger recliner.
Brown/beige. $215 for
all 3 or will sell recliner
separately. 753 0212 or
after 5p.m. 753-8674.
LADIES muskrat fur
coat, good condition.
Also, leather coat, good
condition. Call 436 2289.
Sat, Nov. 3 is Chain
Saw Day at Hazel Lawn
& Garden Center Come
try out a new Polan
chain saw, any size and
get a can of Polan oil as
a free gift. Also, get a
free splitting maul kit
$39 95 value with purchase of any 3400,
3700. 4000, 4900 or
5400 Polan chain saw
Sat. Nov 3rd, 1 day only Buy any Polan chain
saw with 10% off and
all oregan chain and all
accessories 10% off
Bar and chain lube
S3.10 a gal 2.3 Cu. in.
16" Polan saw only
$173 20 Polan chain
saw prices starting at
the unbelievable low
price of $ 1 1 1 95
Oregan chain 10% off
with free installation.
Free coffee & donuts
Come be with us
Sawdust Day, Sat Nov
3rd
Hazel Lawn 8,
Garden Center
311 Main St.
Hazel. Ky. 492-8147
18. Sewing

Machines

CHIFIL'AHUA, ARC,
shortlong hair, various
ages, colors and sizes. J &
J Kennels 901-782-3268.
19. Farm

Equipment

ATTENTION Farmers
Used parts for your
farm trucks. Available
at Taylor Bus Sales
Hwy 641 S . Murray.
753-9251.
CASE 660 combine.
Good condition. Bean &
corn headers. Rest offer. Call 498-8977.
20

Sports Equipment

REMINGTON 788 deer
rifle, 1169.99. Winche•
ster 30/30 model 94,
$134.99 after $15 rebate.
Coast to Coast Hard.
ware, 753-8604.
REMINGTON 12 gauge
1100 shotgun with 30"
full and 26 improved
ventilated rib barrel,
$250 Call after 6p.m.
489-2597.
22 .

Musical

ACCORDION in fair
condition, price
negotiable. Call 436-2946
for information.
CONSOLE electric or.
gan, 2 key boards,
instrument simulators,
bench included. Price
$625. Phone 522-6741
Cadiz.
NEED base player and
drummer for country &
rock band for info. call
Bill at 753-4179.
24. Miscellaneous

22 FT. fiberglass inboard
boat, tandom trailer. $2,
000. Chevrolet motor,
home, fully self con- tamed. $4,009. Will con:.
sider trade. Call 436-2506.
5-GAL roof coating.
plastic cement, fibre,
non-fiber, or roof and
foundation, 110.95. MidSouth Wholesale; 342
East Washington;
Paris, 642-2552.
80-lb. CONCRETE mix,
$1.85; Mortar mix,
S2.65. Mid•South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
BABY swing. walker.
portable crib & other
baby items. Excellent
condition. Call 759-1516.
COIN operated washer
& dryer. Suitable for
trailer park ( or resort.
Call 436-2983.
3.7 cu. in.
chain saw with 18" bar,
$150. Call 753-1966 after
5 .m.
DOLLS by Donk. call
after 5p m. Thur-Sat,
492-8206.
FROST proof h)1irant. 1
ft. bury depth, $27 99
Wallin Hardware.
Paris, Tn.
REROSENE heaters.
7200 BTU's $44.99, 9.500
BTU's $49.99. 19.000
BTU's $84.99. Wallin
Haniware Paris, Tn
LADIES white boot
roller skates. Like new.
Rubber toe stops and
urethane wheels. Will
fit size 6. 135. Call
753-1369
OAK firewood $30 a
rick. delive.red. Call
759.1202 after 430p.m.
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24. Miscellaneous

28 Mobile Homes for Rent

32

Apts for Rent

2 OR 3 BR, furnished, 1 BEDROOM apt
AC/natural gas. Shady Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. $82 per
Oaks 753-5209.
BEDROOM, 2 baths. month. Call 753-0595.
AC, & 12x32 room 1 BR- apt. close to WU,
addition. 1 mile from $180 per month plus
lake on Hard Rd. Call utilities Call 753-1914 or
753-2649.
436-2366.
2 BEDROOM extra
29. Heating and Cooling
large, upstairs, furALLADDIN kerosene nished apt. 311 N. 5th.
heaters starting at Central gas, heat & air.
$44.99 for 7800 BTU. No pets. Water furCarona. 22,600 BTU, nished, $180 per month.
$89.99. Many sizes in Inquire at Hortons Lock
between. Coast to Coast Shop or call 753-5980.
Hardware. 753-8604.

POOL tables, slate only.
new, used & antique.
Custom oak gun
cabinets. Milan Pool
Table Sales 901-686-1177.
POULAN chain saws.
oregon saw chains, 10'l
off. Files, mixing oil,
bar tube, $3.79 gal. Log
splitters, hydraulic and
screw type. Splitting
mauls and wedges.
Year end sale on Gilson
lawn & garden equipment. Hazel lawn &
garden center, 311 Main
St. Hazel, Ky. Call
492-8147. We sell-we
trade-we service.
CONICAL free standing
ASONED firewood
fire place with 8" pipes
for sale, $30 rick de& elbows. 8" triple stove
livered. 436-2744.
pipe & cap. Antique
SEASONED hickory.
wood burning kitchen
oak, mixed hardwoods.
stove in usable condi$30./rick delivered,
tion oven & hot water
Min. order-2 ricks. Call
tank. Wood burning
John Boyer at 753-0338.
airtight stove, holds fire
hardwood,
overnight. Call 436 2983.
$25 a rick delivered, $20
ELECTRIC wall
pickup . Call 435-4258.
heaters, 3,000 watt, 2
firewood, $25 a stack, $39.99. Wallin
rick. delivered. Call Hardware, Paris, Tn.
753-5677.
GAS floor furnace, 70015
SOLID Railroad Ties. $4
BTU, $200. Wood bur
and up. 753-2905 or 435ner, $100. Call 492-8480
4343 or 435-4319.
SHANANDOAH wood
SPAGHMUM peat moss
Very good condi4 cu. ft. bales, $6.69. stove.
Coast to Coast Hard- tion, $150. Call 753-6891
after 4p.m.
ware, 753-8604.
E boards, heavy 30 Business Rentals
b1
lined, 28"x32"- $10.99,
3 2"x 4 2"- $ 1 4 . 9 9 .
36"x52"- $19.99. Wallin
Mini
Hardware. Paris. Tn.

sEASONED
LA

Ready soon. Stil taking
applications Calloway
Garden Apartments.
Modern, one and two
bedroom, $185.00 and
$210.00. Equal housing
opportunity.
Walden Corporation,
7602 Lee Highway,
Suite 3, Chattanooga,
Tn. 37421. Orman
Price, 1605 Sunset, Ph.
753-7391

Holiday Inn has
rooms of carpet,
king size mattress,
box springs and
bed frame and
desk top furniture.
Can be seen between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Mon.-Fri. No
Calls Please.
26. TV -Radio
SATELLITE antenna.
Own your own satellite
for only $12.50 per week.
Buy from a reputable
dealer, over 15 years
experience. Sales.
service, Claytons TV,
753-7575,
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
10x40. ONE bedroom,
on large shady lot, Hwy
121 N. 25200. 21200 down,
balance monthly. Call
489-2595.
12x65 LYNNWOOD
mobile home, 2 BR, 1
bath, kitchen & dining
room, fully carpeted
central heat. Nice.' Call
382-2860 or 382-2134.
14x65 ATLANTIC 3BR,
11.2 bath, storm windows. central heat &
air, all electric, tie
down straps, patio door.
200 AMP pole & cables,
very clean
Call
436-2983
1980 MOBILE home 1 or
2 bedrooms in Fox
Meadow. Call 753-3717
or 527-1001.
83 BUCCANEER
mobile home. All electric, underpinning and
pole. Call 474-2325.

DOG obedience. learn
the no correction training process. 8 weeks to
adult. Home, show protection. Mary Adelman
436-2858,
HIDDEN Valley Ken•
nets now has only one
phone number for AKC
Pomeranian stud service and boarding for
your dogs & cats. Also,
cats to give away.
489-2377.

NEWWZ-310 miles south of
Murray. Large, covered
indoor/outdoor runs
Reserve early for the
holidays. Pickup and
delivery. 502-436-2858.
OBEDIENCE trained
dogs make better
friends. Professional
training gives you the
control to enjoy your
dog. Take advantage of
our end of the year
limited offer. Four
openings. Regular $300
now $150. For appointment or pick-up:
502-436-2858.

41
33

Rooms for

SLEEPING rooms, excellent location. Utilities
included. Call 753-55431.
34

Houses for

Rent

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, 2
story home, in town on
half acre lot, 2 car
garage; $450 per
month, 759-9858
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
home located 3 miles
out of town. $325 per
month. Call 153-6855
clean,
2 BODY shops or
up shops. Eddie Morgan' after 5p.m.
or 759-4541. ,
PUR ISHED 2 Bed2 or 4 BAY clean-up room house 1 mile east
shop or body shop. No of Kirksey on 464. Call
air compressor, gas or 489-2377.
wood stove heat, city LAKE front cottage, By
water. 2 Bays $250 per the year. 2 BR, bath.
month. 4 bays $325 per living room, kitchen,
month. Call 759-1580.
AC, carpet, furnished
COMMERCIAL Bldg. Call 437-2366.
885 sq. ft. of office area REMODELED, 2 Bedand 1200 sq. ft. of room home, carpeted,
storage area. Located fixed for wood stove. 8
at 701 S. 4th St. See miles SE of Murray.
Carlos Black Jr. at Married couples only
Blacks Decorating Referances and deposit
Center or call 753-0839.
required. Call 492-8594.
EXTRA large building
Formally Game Plan. 36. For Rent or Lease
Call 753-2967.
LOT for rent. $40 per
OR sale. 5 car shop in month Call 753-8425
Murray. Call 759-4845.
STORAGE space for 37. Livestock-Supplies
furniture. Dry with .t.OR sale: 3 cows, 2
wood floor, Secure. Call Jersey, 1 Holstein, Also,
753-9400.
3 baby calves. Call
753-5513.
31
Want to Rent
3 HOLSTEIN heifers.
SMALL furnished ef- Will Calve in Novemficiency apt. in Murray ber. Call 502-472-1935
or surrounding areas. Fulton,
Call 753-5683, ask for
AMILY cow, Jersey
Dolores.
Good producer
Buchanan, Tn. (9011
32 Apts tar Rent
232-8664.
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt.
near downtown Murray. 38. Pets-Supplies
Adults only. Call 753- ARC German Shepherd
4109. 762-6650, 436-2844.
pups due Christmas
TAKING applications Taking reservations
for Section 8. Rent now. Father, son of CH
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 Phantom. Mother,
BR. Apply Hilldale daughter of qur Sch III
Apts., Hardin, Ky. herding dog seen on
Equal, Housing People Beat. The only
love money can buy.
4pportunity.
TWO bedroom apt. 2 502-436-2858.
blocks from campus, ARC Golden Lab. All
1628 Miller. Un- shots, 4 mos. old. Also,
furnished, $170. Call new dog house. $150 or
best offer. Call 753-5683.
753-3415.

Estate Auction
Partial Listing
Sat., Nov. 3rd 9 A.M. at the home of the late Bro. Paul &
Frances Dailey in Hazel, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take
highway 641 South to Hazel. Watch for auction signs.
Hi back walnut bed, 2 walnut dressers with marble top, large
mirrored wardrobe, 2 love seats, wing back chairs, victorian scrolledframed sofa, glass door bookcase, grandfather clock, old trunks,
lamp tables with glass balls & claw feet. many beautiful old pictures & frames, sculptured mirror, library table, fancy treadal
sewing machine, German clock, Duncan Phyfe dining room suite,
French Prov. dining room suite, hand painted plates, Nippon, Carnival glass, goofus glass, heisey, milk glass, appliances, Noritake,
occupied Japan pieces. Roseville, R.S. Germany, Collector plates,
hand painted bowls, wash bowl sets, pattern press glass. Bristal
vases, Majolia pieces, Jardinieres, early 20th century porcelain,
Limoues Royal Bayreuth, mustache cups, fairy lamps. Lincoln
Drape lame, old press glass lamps, kerosene lamps, old quilts.
depression glass such.,as Camerom, American, Sweetheart,
Dogwood Holiday, Green Sandwich and other patterns, Moon
Stone, Ruby red water set, English mantel vases, old picture Albeenna, old books, hoop rugs, billows, candle sticks, coverlets,
marble/brass Girandole, ornate sewing boxes, jewel boxes, beaded
pin cushions, beaded bags, gold plated tea set, oil paintings, cherry
furniture made by Rue L. Clark, TV., washer, dryer, square kitchen table.
This will bean all day sale of fine antique furniture & glassware.
Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. Terms on Personal Property; Check with proper I.D.
or cash. For more information & your auction needs call
302-435-4144. Lynn-Grove. Ky.
Three bedroom, 2 story house with large den, fireplace, living
rooms dining room.
Real Estate Terms: 10% down day of sale. balance.in 30 days
with passing of del. Paul Dailey, Jr. - Broker. •

Dan Miller - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
Darrel Beane - App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #126l
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

41. Public Sales

CARPORT
SALE
Saturday
Nov. 3rd
1715 Farmer
8 am-4 pm
Small appliances,
glassware, misc.
items.

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., Nov. 3
Open 7 AM-?
Corner of London Drive and
Tabard Drive,
Canterbury
Estates.

Public Sales

Rent

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

FOR SALE

38. Pets-Supplies

GARAGE SALE
8:30-?
Fri. & Sat.
3 miles from Murray on Wiswell Rd.
or S. 16th Ext.
near Oaks Rd.
Baby items, car seat,
office chairs, adding
machine, microwave
cart, console color
TV., clothes & much
more.

Gigantic Multi-Party
Flea Market Type
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat. Nov. 2 & 3
8 a.m.S. 12th St. Shoemaker
parking lot (by Uncle
Jeff'sl
Antiques, depression
glass, glassware, cooking
utensis, small appliances,
brassware, furniture,
clothes. etc Don't miss
this!

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat. Nov. 3rd
8-4
Holiday
Happy
Travel Parking Lot
1 mass east co 94 at Van
Cleave Rd Intersectoon
Bunk beds, trundle bed,
antique radio, golf clubs,
stained glass windows,
elec organ, nice stereo
set, adding machine,
lamps, clothing, misc.
Cancelled if rain.

AUCTION
Tool Sale
2nd
6:30 p.m. 641
Auction House
3 miles from
Court Square on
641 N. Paris,
Tn. Truck Load
Tool Sale.
Auctioneer
No. 1585 and
Firm No. 1314.
Fri.

Nov.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
In front of
Dill's Trailer
Court.
All kinds
items.

of

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., Nov. 3rd
8:00 a.m.
2207
Edinborough
(Comer of Edinborough &
Martin) Gatesborough
Subdivision
Misc. assortment of

YARD
SALE
Fri. 8-?

Sat. 8-12
1616
Calloway
Avenue
Something for
everybody.

Garage Sale
Sat. Nov. 3
8 am-4 pm
602 Main St.
Lazy boy office
chair, wicker sofa,
ladder back chairs,
clothing,
glassware, sinks,
commode & more.

43

Real

Estate
STROUT
REALTY

Lou Ann PhIpot 753-8843
Wayne Wilson 753-5088
Joe L. Kennon 438-5878
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE I. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

BEAUTIFUL country
estate, 59 acres. Best
location. Fair priced.
Call 753-2770.
LISTING; Residential,
Investment, FmHA,
Land, Lake, Commercial, Farms Murray
Calloway Co. Realty,
753-8146 or Ron Talent,
753-9894.

44

Lots for Sale

LARGE lot in Almo,
next to candy factory.
Has septic tank & water
hook-up, $2800 Call
437-4783.

46

Homes for Sale

HOUSE
4-SALE
3 bedroom, 2 bath
with family room.
Attached garage.
151
/
2 acres. 7
miles north of Murray on paved road.
$45,000 owner
financing at very
competative rate.
901 -644-1075
2 BEDROOM, close to
shopping & schools. Has
been redecorated, carpeted, $18,500. 403 S.
10th. Call 759-4620.

HOUSE
FOR SALE
Brick and 3 acres 5
miles east of Murray. Central air
with heat pump,
wood
burning
stove, wall to wall
carpet. Priced at
Call
$39,500.
753-0858 days.

goods

6 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat. nsov."3
8-4
Old 641 Hwy. acroSi
from Piersons Auto
Salv age . Y. mile
south of Dexter.
Children,
clothing
8-12, baby clothes,
birth -18
months
women.9-12 & mens

DAILY GOLD &
Gold .
Closed
Yesterday 336.50
Opened
334.25
Today
2.25
Down

46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

3 BEDROOM, brick
ranch style, 6 miles
west of Murray on 1
acre
1 1/2 baths
carport, fireplace insert. other extras, $42,
000. Call 762-6330 or
753-9295 (home).

DUNE buggy Extra
nice Call 489-2847

LEE'S CARPET WEATHERFORD In
CLEANING For all sulation R.19 20 sq. ft.
your carpet & upholst- Sblown) attic floors.
ery cleaning For a free Call day or night
estimate call 753-5827 901 232 8657 or 901 232
Satisfied references
8213.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
BAILEY'S FARM
Installation and repair
Phone 753-7203
LUMBER
For all your
Irrigation Residential
out building needs
CAMPBELL WELL
759-1099
DRILLING
Corner of Industrial Rd
McKenzie, 7n
Call Collect
WET BASEMENT'? We
901.352-3671 or
make wet basements
901-352-5704
dry. Work completely
Free Estimates
Call or
guaranteed
RESTORE. Carpe{ write Morgan Con
cleaning special, $.10 struction Co Rt, 2, Box
. ft. Call 753-6178.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
l{OO1"ING, Plumbing, 42001 or call 1 ,4.42 7026.
Siding, Additions,
Pdssports I L.) s
Painting, General CarResume s Black &
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
7 5 3 - 8 6 28 . Free
for
White
Estimates
publication
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN 753 8 8

3 13R home, 1 acre
shaded lot. 3 miles east
of town, I/4 mile from
East School on 280.
Great room. Must see to
appreciate. $35,000. Call
753 8.848 before 9p.m.
LAKE home, 2 bed
room, large sun deck, in
Anderson Shore sub
division. Call 527-9095 or
474-2386.

47

Motorcycles

1976 HONDA 300 Super
Hawk. 1967 Sazuki 250.
T-10. 1974 Harley 350
Sprint. Call 436-2366.

48. Auto Services
NEW reconditioned 327
block, 2 bolt main
checked & balanced.
Bored .030 with crank,
turned & balanced. New
TRW domed.
Aluminum pistons
balanced with new
chrome rings. Rods
have been checked and
are on pistons. New
crane cam, .500 lift with
.310 degree duration
and new cam bearings
installed. New Manley
push rods, new solid
lifter, new rod & main
bearing, $800. Call 7594481 after 5p.m

49.Used Cars

FOR SALE
1978 Cutlass
Supreme,
outstanding
condition, new
local
tires,
owner, possible
financing. Call
after 7:30 p.m.
759-4619
1965 MUSTANG, g
cylinder, standard shift,
new paint, tires and
brakes, $2000. Call 4928734 after 5: .m.
1970 MAliE ICK, g
cylinder, straight shift
Excellent condition.
1972 Ford Van, 6 cylinder, straight shift. Call
753-8505.
1973 BLUE El Camino.
Can be' seen after
1:30p.m. Take 94 east,
turn on 280, turn left on
2nd road past East
Elementary School, 7th
trailer on ri ht.
1074 MALIBU Classic
Good condition. Call
492-8411.
1975 CHEVY Monza 4
speed. 331 cubic inch
small block, 13.5
pistons, 580 lift cam,
new eldebrock intake &
750 holly carborator.
Red with white vinyl
top. Trade for car or
pickup. Call 753-5151.
1976 1tERCT.JRY Montego. 105000 miles. good
shape mechanically,
$600. Call 759-4043 after
5 .m.
3977 HONDA Accord,
Call 474-2325
1978 DATSUN 280-Z, air.
pb, 4•speed, alm.
wheels, rear louvers,
Kenwood stereo. Home
759-1274, work 753-4703.
1978 FORD van.
Coachman factory
conversion. Refrigerator, sink, tables, bed,
air an,d more. New
motor and new brake
system. $4700. Call 7538776.
1978 MERCURY Zepher, 4-door, air. Must
see. 1966 Lincoln Continental. Excellent for
collector, $1600. Call
436-2366.
1979 TOYOTA Corona
station wagon. Automatic, AC, PS, stereo,
extra clean. Phone 7591933 after 5p.m.
1980 CAPRI 4 speed.
AM/FM 8-track, AC,
new tires. Good condition, $3,000. Call 753-1382
(Belinda), after 5p.m.
759-4495.
1980 Datsun 310,
sunroof, nice. $2650.
Call 759-1801.
1981 FIAT X-19, convertible, 28,000 miles.
$4,400. Call 753-5744.
1981 PONTIAC Grand
La Mans station wagon,
6 passenger, V-8.
Loaded. Sharp. 20 mpg.
Call 753-4837 or 753-6116.
'76 OLDS Cutlass
Brougham. Excellent
condition, below average mileage, new tires,
fully equipped. Must
sell. Make offer. 7591979.
82 FORD Mustang
hatchback, beige,
automatic, loaded
28000 miles, 753-3259

SILVER PRICES
SilverClosed
Yesterday
7.23
Opened
Today
7.24
Up
.01

Compliments of
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
Otyld %slyer 8, Diciannools
10 8 Only 12 5 Sunday

50

Used Trucks

1979 ONE ton DuIey
truck, PS. PB, air, tilt
wheel, 4 speed, 2 tone
blue, new tires. Call
753-5216
1980 JEEP Wagoneer
Limited, 50,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Call 753-0324 after 6pm.
'81 FORD 3/4 ton maxi
van. 15 passenger, 6
Cylinder, pa. pb, air, tilt,
cruise, new tires, front
swivel seats. Extra
sharp. Call 753-1596 or
753-5905.

52

Boats -Motors

BASS boat. 1083 Bass
Tracker Tournament
TX, 80hp Mercury with
power trim, trolling
motor, depth finder and
loaded with much more.
Like new
Call after
6p.m. 753-8353.

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIR.
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 436-5848
(home).
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex-

perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates, Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
/F your moving & nee(/'
help, give us a call.
Experienced & reasonable. Call 437-4993.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
JOE I Sonney I McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances). Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store.
753-8505 or 492-8704.
JOINER'S Tree Service. 30 years experience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.

Stubblefield
Electric
24 hr. Service

759-4899
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338.
ODD job specialist, ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it. I do it. You buy. I
install. You break, I fix.
Call 436-2868.

Let us machine
quilt your quilts.
W. can furnish
everything and
hem your quilt for
you. 4364838.

53. Services Offered

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

ROOFING
Free
Estimates
753-5459 or
753-8072

THWEATTS Generator
Service. Generator
starter & alternator
repair. Rel Almo, Ky.
Give us a call. Phone
753-8712.

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand,
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763,
WILL rake leaves &
clear out gutters Call
753-3111
WILL repair and refin
ish Fiberglass boats
Call 436-2292.

MAKE THAT
OLD CAR
NEW
Wash job, wash &
wax or complete
cleanup. Will also
keep car clean on
weekly or mcpthly basis. Pickup
& delivery included. Over 10 years
experience.
Reasonable
prices for a job
well done. Contact Dean Alexander at 753-6664
or 753-8184.

'TLC

We

clean

everything with

TENDER, LOVIN
CARE
Carpets DRY
cleaned. New
machine, only
one in this area.
759-9754
759-1834
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SOLID WOOD CABINETS 8•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • IN/0mA • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
PlelCIS Drop Sy & Sae Our Display •

•
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
•
•••••e It•••••••• II • •
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SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
MODULAR CONCEPTS, INC.
Now taking applications for new plant in
Fulton, Kentucky for the following position:
ADMINISTRATION MANAGER
Responsiblities: Financial planning, cost
accounting, purchasing, scheduling, inventory and shipping.
Experience Preferred: Equivalent to 5
years finance or administration in
manufacturing.
Manufacturing cost accounting is a
plus.
Education Preferred: Equivalent to 4
years college training in business administration or related field.
Applications will be taken through
November 12 by the Kentucky Department of Manpower at:
State Employment Service Office
319 S. 7th
Mayfield, KY 42066
Modular Concepts, Inc. will use a participative management approach to promote, support and solicit the involvement
of all employees in the management of the
plant. An Equal Opportunity Employer

Come buy a piece of the past for

your home

ABSOLUTE AUCTIOKNSALE
A.O. & Maggie Woods Home
Going Out of Business 1502-753-79941
Location: 4 Miles South of Murray, KY on Hwy. 121
Saturday, November 3rd at 10:00 a.m.
5-piece tea service, assorted china, rice dishes, china candlestick holders, tea leaf
pattern tea set, banana stand milk glass, milk glass candlestick stand, satin glass
painted punch bowl set, smoke thumb print punch bowl set, wine server and 6 glasses,
thumb-print pitcher and glass set. knick knack glassware. I lot of old bottles, assorted
chairs-oak, solid and spindle back, 1 showcase ) glass top ), assorted lamps and
shades-wall & hanging, assorted picture frames, assorted wall mirrors, 2 dolTcradies,
Iron table and 4 chairs, oak roll-top desk, oak butterfly dresser, 2 trunks.lenny Lynn
bed I good condition, maple bed k 3 oak beds, ox yoke. 1 stoneware dinner set, 2 Wan
phones71 lot of new windows,6 pieces of bamboo furniture. Hurnswick victrola, Zenith
victrola, "Henry I>ee's" desk file, several wooden rockers, sleep couch, 2 iron doors
Ifrom England. 2 maple alf beds, 1 cedar churn, electric iron ( roller type), ice cream
table and 4 chairs; 3 walnut dressers w(mirrors. drop-leaf sevelng table, telephone
table and chair, embroidered screen, 1 chair I from the movie -Withering Heights"
1 oak love seat, 1 cherry love seat 4 real nice, 1 upholstery machine ISInger, cash
register, 6 brass knobs, 1 dough tray, tea cart, 1, wooden high chair, 1 fire screen.
1 wood stove, 1 player piano -41 lot of rolls, violin with wooden case, boat, motor
& trailer i 35 HP Evthrude ), 1962 Chrysler Imperial, 1947 114 ton International dump
truck. 1971 Dodge Van
Several pots & pans, tea kettles, coffee pots, wall clocks, many other Items not listed
Look for surprises on the day of sale
Sale Conducted by LAMB & TAYLOR AUCTION
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn.
JOE PAT LAMB
•
DOUG TAYLOR
(542)414.4621
11101)247-3794
License 11143
License MIA
Sot Responsible For Accidents
lAusch Available
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GENERAL ELECTION
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NATIONAL
UNITY PARTY
OF KENTUCKY
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*This sample ballot does not include the county school board
candidates. These will be elected by precincts.
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Shall Section 99 of the Constitution be
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INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

:VIVA
HIRAI

INT-1001

TSR - 1011
DUNGEON DRAGONS
GAME
The most popular role playing
The perfect
game ever
beginning game to enter the
world of fantasy

UPWORDS
11
fv17,
LEVERAGE
UPWORDS

S 81 R-17

99

Your choice of 2 tun and
exciting board games Fun for
kids and adults

SCRABBLE
The original crossword game of
strategy and chance Ages 8 to
Adult.

MILTON BRADLEY- 4303 4312

El

MILTON BRADLEY-950 4020 4555 4664 2801

488

MB

YAHTZEE
ANIMAL MEMORY
CHUTES LADDERS
MEMORY
WORD YAHTZEE

HIGH e- 1 A If \

All time family favorites. Your
choice of 5 entertaining games
Fun for kids and adults.

MONOPOLY

SUPER RACK°
HIGH HAND INPUT

877

1'
nisq-1111riniint7

Choose from three great
strategy games Fun for the
whole family

PARKER - 9 45 52

MILTON BRADLEY- 2400 4302 4409

CLUE

Your choice of three of the most
popular board games Ages 8
and up

PARKER - 68

LAKESIDE - 8357
ENTERTAINMENT
TONITE GAME

PEOPLE WEEKLY GAME
An exciting new board game for
trivia butts, based on the
Weekly
People
popular
Magazine. Ages Teen to Adult

99

Trivia fans will love this game
based on the Hit TV Show
Comes complete with playing
board 1 die, markers and 600
"cards Less 200 Mfg. Rebate

CARE BEAR BOOKS
CABBAGE PATCH BOOKS

PENTE

19"

TRIVIA ADVENTURE
GAME

499

The tun and fascinating quiz
game for kids Up to 2.000
questions to answer For ages
7 to Adult

Choose from this assortment of
your favorite Care Bear and
Cabbage Patch Books For
Ages 4 to 8

PRESSMAN - 2000'

PARKER-7106 7126

A-TEAM

Less 2.00 Mfg. Rebate

FIGURINES

Kids will love to collect these ATeam action figues Features
Hannibal. Face, Murdock and
Comes with
Ø.A. Baracus
weapons and accessories.
4 Figures on card

17

IDEAL-OEALTM

SUPER BLOCKS SET

10141

GALOOB - 8456

79

,

KITT & KABOODLE DOLL
Children will love to play with
this adorable action pony and
soft body doll Pull the pony
back and watch him trot along.
No batteries required.

FISHER PRICE - 915

Kids will create hours of fun
with this 456 pc Building Set
Comes in a sturdy storage
bucket

Tital

TYCO - 5250

LARCO 6110
BABY PUMPKINS

.6

AS SEEN ON

Little girls will love to hug and
play with this soft body 10" doll
Comes with yarn hair. Ages 3
and up Your choice of three
color hair

TV
FARM PUYSET
This playsel has 22 pieces for
hours of fun-filled action.
Comes with plastic animals.

2099

22

88

99

Less 2.00 Mt. Rebate

TAKARA - 877
KROND TIME MACHINE

PLAY KOOL - 1555
MOMMA SNUGGLEBUMS

Boys and girls will love to
collect these robot time
machines. Converts from a
robot to a watch Comes in
your choice of black, gold and
siNer

Children will love to take this
soft snugglebum to bed with
them Comes with brush and
story booklet Requires 2 "C"
Batteries (not included).
999 rb

PLAYS KOOL - 730

HASBRO - 910
CLOWORM
Gloworm is a child's special
friend, squeeze his tummy
softly and he glows with light
Machine Washable ReclurreS
2-C size batteries (riot
included)
1 199

le

Schaper

1099
SCHAPER - 874

STOMPER TRAIL SET
This rugged Stomper Action
Track brings out the best ifl this
577
tough Stomper II 4 x 4. Free
battery included. Ages 4 & up * 863 stomper 4 X 4 car

Hours:
Monday thru Saturday
9-9
Sunday.12.-5 •

Prices Effective 1 1/1 /84-11/11/84

BIGFOOT 4 X4
This Super-Size truck comes
with working headlights, roll
bar and chrome wheels. These

TOY KINGDOM
901 N. Carbon
Marion, 11 62959
618/997-6150

1

99

trucks can take all the action a
kid can dish out Batteries not
included

TOY KINGDOM
4120 Clarks River Rd.
Paducah, KY 42001
502/444-0319

MERCHANDISE LIMITED TO IN-STORE QUANTITIES

•

9
77
1688

WALKIE TALKIE

This easy to use Walkie Talkie
comes with Morse Code Key
belt clip and operates at 49
MHZ
9 volt battery not
included
LARCO-843

STEEL CAR ASST.

1477

Your choice of a Camaro,
Corvette or Trans AM made of
lasting quality steel
Have
opening hoods with detailed
engine

"DR. J" LIL SPORT
BASKETBALL SET.

IERPri.... ERTL-3690

WATER

6"fits 53 pc train set comes
complete wdh track, rail cars
and village houses. Battenes
not included

OHIO ART-678

SCHAPER 693

Less 3.00 Mfg. Rebate

TRAIN VILLAGE SET
Americas most popular kidsize Basketball Game. Comes
with basket rim, net backboard
and 7" soft foam ball. Ages 3
and up.

799

LARCO -102

in

DEMONS

Cittri

These water demon vehicles
work in land and water Their
special tires keep them afloat
and carry them over the
roughest terrain. Free Battery
included

6"
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C.I.R.ES. 5 IN. 1 ROBOT

3499

The inter-changeables robot
exchange system.
Create
Rocket Plane, small robots,
small plane and many other
things The 5 in 1 system

TURBO 300 RACE SET

72 PC. RAILMASTER SET

TYCO-INDUSTRIES 6219- 413

Your choice of this railmaster
train set or electric racing set
Hours of fun for any child

LA RC0-8415
8401 Cosmoman Robot

2es

11A99
-w

MIGHTY DUMP

The perfect gift for any little boy.
Made of tough steel construction
Ages 3 and up. Less $2.00 Mfg
Rebate

0

TONKA- 3901

Sail
POWER RODS W/CHARGER
Your choice of these Super-699
charged,
lightning
fast
rechargeable racers
Five
different cars to choose from
Requires 2 "C" batteries (not
included)

PLAYSKOOL-512

iftv'-ohog

STOMPER DRAGSTER SET

Pi1iYskt%

One fast pull of the rip cord 1099
sends this stomper Super
Dragster through the funnel,
down the track and around the
loop Complete with one
al
dragster
444
SCHAPER-634 * 624 DRAGSTER

STOMPER WORKHORSE
This Four Wheel Drive brute
creates hours of fun for kids.
Choose from 5 different
workhorse models
Free
battery included

899

O

SCHAPER-854

MODEL BUILDERS SET

13

A perfect gift for the young
modeler. Comes complete with
paint brushes, cement and four
complete models

MPC-12050

COLECO - 3900 COLECO - 3911
Your choice of those 16"
Cabbage Patch Kids, waiting to
be adopted Each one comes
with their own personal name,
birth certificate, and adoption
papers Ages 3 and up.

10
CABBAGE PATCH
CLEANING SET

COLECO

15
CABBAGE PATCH
STROLLER

This cleaning set comes
complete
working
with
sweeper, dustpan, broom and
feather duster Ages 3 and up

Pull the ring on the stroller and
watch the Cabbage Patch Kid
wave and shake the rattle
Ages 3 and up
Doll not
included

H-G - 565

MATTEL - 4598

Limited Quant les Now
KENNER -

43 4'15-T1
14Tc

999

649

CRYSTAL BARRIE

vailable

91160
1111111::

BERRY BABY DOLLS

I littirgollt

Your choice of 4 different Berry
Babies to choose from. Each
doll is 41
/
2" tall and comes with
matching outfits and their own
special bottle Ages 3 & up.

The newest Barbie that comes
dressed in a shimmery gown
with sparkling shoes & iewelry
Comb & Brush included

DELUXE TEA SET

999
DAN DEE
- 830

AS SEE N ON

TV

977
•
MATTEL - 4839

BARBIE BEAUTY SALON
working
A
salon
with
everything you need to make
Barbie beautiful Comes with
curlers, brushes, hairdryer,
phone
other
and
hair
accessories. Doll not included

I. I

Little girls will love to play with
Rose Petal and her garden
friends Each doll comes with
her own purse, comb and posing
stand Your choice of marry styles

MUSICAL TOUCH BEAR
The 14" soft musical bear plays
16 songs To hear him play lust
touch his feet or either hand
Battery included

499

CHILTON GLOBE -3031

LIL ANGEL DOLL

ROSE PETAL DOLL

DeviO K.rscnner Produchons(1)KP) 1914
Hellrnark Propel.**
A 0.*teron of Hallmark Cara* Inc
flepresorMng Dar.0
tPln. ProOkict.ons

BATHTUB BABY GIFT SET
677

Deluxe Tea Set for four All
plastic with sugar bowl and
creamer Your choice of three
different patterns

699
LARGO-5300

This baby gift set comes with a
doll that drinks and wets,
bathtub, bottle & clothes and
brush and comb Ages 4 & up.

677

This satin dressed doll hass
soft stuffed body with vinyl
head and hands Choose from
pink, blue and yellow outfits
LARCO-68321

KENNER - 83000
KENNER -

26610

`Kenner
BABY NEEDS A NAME
This Strawberryland Baby Doll
is waiting for some little girl to
come a)ong and give her a
name Comes with bracelet for
baby and matching bracelet for
little girls

PATTY & PET DOLL
Patty comes with brush and
comb and her pet to play with
Ages 4 arid up _

399
LARCO-5100

799
LARCO-8020

HANDBAG & WALLET SET
complete_
with
Comes
lightweight handbag,okey case
and wallet The perfect VI for
any girl

19

A
MATTEL-4902
MASTER UNIVERSE 1
DRAGON WALKER

599

IDEAL 48077
HOBO FORCE PATROLLER
This master vehicle/action
playset is the ultimate in Roo
Force excitement Transports 3
Robo Force Figures Ages 4
years and up
Robots not
included

This sidewinding beast/vehicle
carries your He-Man figure
while on patrol Warrior figure
and batteries not included.

1

.11

2399
HOBO FORCE ROBOT
A-TEAM HEADQUARTERS 11099

Kids will love these warrior
robots with crusher arms and
Gripper bases Choose from 10
different figures Ages 4 and

This combat set comes with 4
A-Team figures, weapons, and
accessories 35 pieces in all

499
AS SEEN ON

itre

UP

GALOOB-8454

IDEAL-48075
EDISON-42027
SUPER PISTOL

EDISON-36527
13 SHOT RIFLE

499

4 shot Superpistol Soft darts
included

AIR
CONTROL MACHINE

1299

•
1

0,

TV
999

13 SHOT SUPERMATIC
RIFLE Realistic wood grained
stock, die cast parts Ammo not
included.

1299

„1.
,
g'
4
3‘iL

This four function remote
vehicle is battery powered but
controlled by Air Pressure
Dune Buggy has working lights,
safety air plug connection rear
knuckle
and
suspension
steering(Battenes not included

HOBO FORCE CRUISER

123

BUDDY L - 4760

BUDDY L-429

399

SY ENOOTLES
REDO BAND

77

SUPER POWER FIGURES

259itANR,GHT

Introducing the Super Powers
collection, based on the
characters in the popular DC
Choose from 12
Comics
different figures, each comes
with its own comic book

New' Star Wars Return of the
Jedi Sy Snootles and the Rebo
Band Comes with 3 action
musical
and
figures
accessories Ages 4,8. up

KENNER-71360

KENNER-99600

KENNER-66550

The air powered attack vehicle
with many movieg parts Works
on 2 "AA" batteries, not
included

IDEAL -48076
BRUTE VEHICLE ASST.
6 different styles to choose
from 'Dump truck. Jeep, Pickup, Wrecker. Trail Tracker and
Frontioader

RIDER TALKING

This 141,2" Knight 200 car
comes with its own speaker
unit which plays six different
messages of KITT 's computer
voice Michael Knight action
figure included Batteries not
included

CRAFTMASTER -47000

agitiptf"
ke.tc

MAKE IT BAKE IT OVEN
, The oven that's just for kids' An
easy, safe way for children to
share in the emoyment of Mak it
Comes with pans
Bakit
frames and assorted crystals

10IN. CHIPMUNKS
GET ALONG GANG POSEABLES

99

'[NON

TV

TOMY - 20,23

977

Kids will love to collect these 5
inch poseable characters Six
different ones to choose from
Ages 3 & up

IDEAL-10065

Choose from these 10'
plush
toys.
dressable
Theodore, Alvin and Simon
come dressed in the familiar
Chipmunks outfits Ages 3 and
up

COLECO1866 1895
2499
CABBAGE PATCH CYCLE
16" KNIGHT RIDER CYCLE
Choose from 2 popular 16"
Power Cycles, Knightnder and
Kids
Patch
Cabbage
Adjustable 3-position seat
Safety tested design

AS SEEN ON

TV
m
IDEAL- 12609

977
RUB DUB DOGGIE

MICHAEL JACKSON MIKE

The adorable doggie that
children will love to take with
them into the bathtub or to bed

Prolect your voice through any
AM radio with this Michael
Jackson Wireless microphone
an
with
comes
Also
autographed picture of Michael
Jackson (Battery not included)

MICHAEL JACKSON DOLL
The Doll of the "80"'s hottest
Star come complete
with a posing stand

AS SEEN ON

TV

UN - 7800

UN -7120
HASBRO-4850 4860

399
MY LITTLE PONY
CARE BEAR MAKER KIT
This Care Bear set comes
complete with yarn, plastic
mold, needle and instruction, to
make your favorite care bear
friend

499
CRAFTMASTE
- 44190

13
BINNEY - 5510

CRAYOLA CADDY 0
A sturdy revolving tray that
comes with crayons. markers,
poster paint and two paint
brushes.

Your choice of these soft 'n
sweet little ponies with long
silky hair to brush and braid
Star brush and ribbon included

•

6
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FISHER,PRICE - 414

emirs FIRST BLOCKS
i

2 blocks in 3 different shapes.
Stack or drop blocks through
Durable,
'puzzle top" lid
plastic canister for storage.
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Al aro

DISCOVERY COTTAGE
Toddlers will love to explore this
GAS & GO-CENTER
1 499
1 gi"fun filled activity cottage.
Kids will love to play with this
Comes with 13 play features to
entertain children Ages 12-36
self-service gasoline pump. 5
months.
accessories included.
7 qwillePtioe
FISHER PRICE-136
FISHER PRICE-984 i'll

II
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eP

PLAYSKOOL-91
PLAYSKOOL-100

-- 44
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Put your child behind the wheel
of this on-the-road adventure
center. Adjustable 3 ways to fit
most strollers 6-24 months.

ENTEX-1810

HASBRO-586

,--40••
10

ATTACH & GO DRIVER

MOBILE DEFENSE BASE
This mobile base set comes
complete with 245 Loc Blocs to
build unlimited number of designs Ages 5 & up.

0

MICKEY MOUSE PHONE
Six different Walt Disney
characters that talk to preschoolers.

.
.
,

-

1588

7 A.

COBBLERS BENCH
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Pileskoot,

This classic
toy helps
toddlers
to
improve
coordination
Ages 192-3
years,

••

499
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ABC WOOD BLOCKS
Kids will love to play with this
set of 30 non-toxic wood
blocks, with letters an
numbers printed on 4 sides.
Ages 11
/
2-5 years.
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SEEN SAY
COUNT WITH COLORS
ABOUT MY WORK

-.ei.4)..,:•:1
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\
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THE BEE SAYS
THE FARMER SAYS

88
9

FUN WITH SOUNDS

likr

Choose from 6 of the most
popular seen say talking toys.
Ages 2 to 5

WI MATTEL- 3970 4120 4831 4832 4879 7783

PLAYSKOOL -214

FISHER PRICE - 788

AS SEEN ON
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CORN POPPER
The perfect push-toy for any
toddler. Creates lots of fun.
Ages 1 - 3 year

Nr.p....

49

lithialla

,
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ELECTRIC SUPERSOUND DRIVER

i099
CHICCO-62920

PULL ALONG XILOPHONE
Any child can play a song on
this color keyed Xylophone
Song book and dustcover
included Ages 1-5 years.

Kids feel like they're in the
drivers seat with this steeringi
wheel and driving console.
Comes with the electronic
sounds of a real car. Batteries
not included Less $2.50 Mfg.
Rebate.

98. 99
° 14

CHILD GUIDANCE -72040

CHILD
GUIDANCE

BIG MOUTH SINGERS
Kids will love this musical
piano.
Play a song and eight
haracters sing out the notes.
Comes with easy color-coded
Batteries not
songbook.
included

.

CHILD GUIDANCE-53050

I,

Frankfort

\.,

liermom\KICK OFF
HOLIDAY
SAVINGS
GREAT SHAPE BARBIE

3

The Barbie that stays in shape.
Comes with a workout bag and
booklet of exercises

TRIVIAL PURSUIT
The popular board game that
creates hours of fun Comes
complete with 6,000 tnvia
questions, playing board,
tokens and die. Ages 18 and

MATTEL - 7025

UP.

0

TRANSFORMERS
Kids will love your
choice of these new cars
that transforms into robots.
They're powerful, fast and
smart. Half robot half car.
HASBRO -

5750

13" CARE BEAR
Kids of all ages will love to hug
and cuddle these Care Bear
stuffed animals. 10 different
characters to choose from.

We reserve
the right to
lImit quaelities.

"CARE SEARS Charachars and Trademarks
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Merchandise limited to In-Stirs Beautifies
PRICES EFFECTIVE 1 1 /1 -1 1 /1 1/84

TOY KINGDOM

TOY KINGDOM

901_ N. Carbon
Marla IL 62959
618/997-6150

4120 Clerks River Rd.
Paducak KY 42001
502/444-0319

